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summary 

This thesis describes a methad to campare descriptions of electronic designs at equal levels of ab
straction in the structural domain. Nowadays the use of computer aided design tools in the design 
stage is commonplace. One of the functions of these tools is to transfarm high level structural de
scriptions into gate level descriptions. Furthermore, structures from different sourees are combined. 
Since errors may be introduced in these processes, it must be verified whether the implementations 
are consistent with their high level specifications. Toease correction, a verification tool should also 
locate discrepancies. One methad of performing a verification, is to make an abstraction of the 
implementation to the same level of detail as the specification, and campare it with its specification. 

Successful methods to campare large gate level structural descriptions exist. They are based on 
the beuristic refinement algorithm for determining graph isomorphisms. The low level descriptions 
have the distinguishing feature that the pin permutabilities of the components can be represented by 
assigning a terminal class to each terminal. Terminals which belang to the same class may then be 
freely interchanged. Thus the permulation set is described by local properties of the terminals. This 
is a requirement for the refinement algorithm. 

Higher level descriptions generally consist of components with more complex terminal interchange
ability relations which cannot be represented by local properties of terminals. Instead, a permulation 
set is given for each component type. This renders the refinement algorithm unsuitable for direct 
comparison of high level descriptions. 

The salution to this problem, which is described in detail in this report, lies in transforming the 
reference and test netlists into a form which can bedescribed using terminal classes. Naturally, such 
a transformation must be invariant under graph isomorphism. The main idea is to (1) represent the 
permulation sets of the component types in the form of trees with terminal classes, and (2) to reptace 
every component by a tree descrihing its terminal permuLation set. Using this approach, netlists with 
components with recursively interchangeable terminal groups are transformed into farms which can 
effectively be compared using the refinement algorithm. 

STRICT, a new comprehensive tool which perfarms the abovementioned transformation and isomor
phism checks has been developed. The algorithm used for the isomorphism check is based on that 
of an earlier tooi, named Gemini, which was originally developed at Carnegie Mellon University 
and improved at Philips research. The main improvements of the fault location part of STRICT with 
respect to Gemini, are a more precise refinement procedure and an improved handling of parameter 
values. Despite an inherent deficiency of the refinement algorithm, it perfarms well for practical 
circuits. Wh en the discrepancy between the reference and test netlistsis large, ho wever, the number 
of reported discrepancies can become extremely large making fault location hard. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

11lis chapter introduces and provides a motivation for the subject of this thesis. The subject is 
structure verification of electronic designs that are described at equal levels of abstraction. The 
chapter consists of four sections. The first part gi ves a brief overview of the integrated circuit design 
process. The second part considers verification. Ille third section focuses on netlist comparison 
and netlist comparison with components with recursively interchangeable component terminals in 
particular. It provides a motivation for the research presented in this report. The final section of this 
chapter gives an overview of the netlist comparison process. 

1.1 Design of integrated circuits 

111e objective of integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing is to provide chips with a specitied electrical 
functionality under given constraints. 111e trajectory from an initia! concept to a tinal working inte
grated circuit encompasses four main stages: design,fabrication, testing and packaging [9]. We shall 
consicter only the design stage. 111e aim of the design stage is to create a physical description of an 
integrated circuit, starting from an idea. It can be subdivided into three main tasks: conceptualization 
and modeling, creation1

, and validation. 

The first part consistsof creating a model of the idea, which describes the functionality of the circuit. 

The goal of the creation task is to generate a detailed model of a circuit, such as a geometrie layout, 
that can be used for fabricating the chip. This objective is achieved by iteratively performing 
transformations on the circuit. 'These transformations yield different intermediale descriptions in 
different domains and with different levels of detail. The three domains that can be distinguished are 
the behaviaral domain, the structural domain, and the physical domain. We con si der bere three main 
levels of abstraction, namely: architectural, log ie, and circuit. The domains and levels of abstraction 
can be conveniently represented by means of Gasjki and Kuhn 's Y-chart as in tigure ( 1.1 ). Th is tigure 
also includes examples of the basic elements which constitute the various descriptions. 
Descriplions in the behaviaral domain specify the relations between the inputs and outputs of the 

circuit in functional or algorithmic form. Descriptions in the strucmral domain specify the circuit in 
terms of components and interconnections, and are generally referred to as netlists. Descriptions in 

l The term creation is used bere inslead the usu al term synthesis, to distinguish the task from another more specHic kind of 
synthesis which is detined further on in the text. 
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archltectural level 
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Figure 1.1: Gasjki and Kubn's Y-chart. From [7, 9] 

the physical domain have a geometrical character. 
Various transitions between domains and levels of detail can be distinguished [7). They are introduced 
bere: 

refinement Refinement adds more detailtoa description (specification), yielding a new descrip
tion in the same domain. The new description is referred to as the implementation 
of the specification. 

abstraction Abstraction makes a description more abstract, yielding a new description in the 
same domain. lt can be used for verification as wil! become apparent further on. 
Generally speaking, a detailed description eau have multiple abstract descriptions. 

synthesis Synthesis transfarms a behaviaral description (the speöfication) into a structural 
description at the same abstraction level. The new description is referred to as the 
implementation of the specification. A behavinral description can have more than 
one implementation in the structural domain. 

analysis Analysis adds behaviaral in formation to structural information yielding a description 
in tbe behaviaral domain at the sameabstraction level. It can be used for verification. 
A structural description implies its functionality. 

generation Generation transfarms a structural description (the snecification) yielding a descrip
tion in the physical domain at the same abstraction level. 111e new description is 
referred to as the implemen talion of the specification. 

extraction Extraction transfarms a description in the physical domain into a description in 
the structural domain at the same abstraction level. It plays an important role 
in validation. Generally speaking a layout implies a description in the structural 
domain at the la west level ( consisring of transistors andresistors ). 
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optimization Optimization transfarms a description (the specification) into a description in the 
same domain which bas the same overall functionality but which yields a more 
optima! finallayout. 11Je new description is referred to as the implementation of the 
specification. 

The above mentioned transitions are represented graphically on the Y-chart in tigure ( 1.2). N ote that 
refinement, synthesis, generation, and optimization yield implementations of specifications. 

synlhesis archltectural level 

physical domain 

Figure 1.2: Transitions between different levels of abstraction and do rnains 

Since circuits with transistor counts in excess of one million are not uncommon nowadays, the use 
of autornared design systems is inevitable. These systems may introduce errors, yielding incorrect 
implementations with respect to their specifications. Furthermore, computer aided design (CAD) 
tools are limited to certain application classes thus forcing some degree of manual design. 11Jerefore 
layout designs must be completely validared before proceeding to the expensi ve chip manufacturing. 

11Je validation task must establish wilether the implementations are correct with respect to their 
specifications. It can be performed by simu/ation and verijication methods. Circuit simulation 
consistsof analyzing circuit variables over an interval of time for specific sets of test vectors. 11Jat is, 
the response of an implementation to inputs is measured and compared with that of the specification. 
It wil! not be considered bere. Verification is the process of camparing the entire description of the 
implementation with that of the specification. 

refinement 

abstraction 
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1.2 Verification of descriptions 

The ultimate goal of verification is to determine whether the description of the flnal chip layout is 
consistent with its initia! functional speciflcation. If discrepancîes exist these should be indicated 
in such a way that they can easily be corrected. They can indicate errors made by the designers, or 
errors in the design software. 
Again the total verification can be subdivided into different veriflcation tasks. To verify whether 
implementations are consistent with their speciflcations an extraction, abstraction, or analysis of the 
împlementation is first made, yielding a description in the same domain and at the same abstraction 
level as the specification. In a narrow sense the term veriflcation applies to the comparison of descrip
tions within the same domain. Verification of descriptions in the behaviaral domain is referred to as 
functional verijication. Verification in the structural domain is referred to as structure verijication. 

Purely combinatorial circuits can be described in canonical form in the behaviaral domain using 
BDD's [7}, allowing functional veritication. Unfortunately components such as multipliers yield 
BDD's that grow more than linear in the number of bits of the operands, makinga purely functional 
verification of descriptions with such components hard for practical circuits with bus widths in excess 
of 14 bits. Due to the difficulties involved in the veriflcation of sequentia! logic, hybrid farms of 
verificalion are also used, where circuit descriptions consisring of memory elements conneered via 
canonical behaviaral descriptions of combinatorics are verified. An example of such a tooi is the 
Philips tooi YATC [13]. 

Structure verification of descriptions at equallevels of abstraction is the subject of this thesis. Many 
verification tools have been developed to perform structure verification of descriptions at equallevels 
of abstraction. Even though these tools tunetion well for descriptions with low levels of abstraction, 
such as the circuit level, making them suitable for layout vs. schematic comparison (LVS), they suffer 
from a deficiency which makes them 1ess suitable for direct comparisons at the architectural and log ie 
level. Why will become apparent in the next section. With the advent of structure verification tools 
that perform abstraction to the logic and architectural level [8, 11, 10] it becomes necessary to 
perfarm structure verification at higher levels of abstraction. Furthermore the beuristics used in the 
structure verification tools make them impractical for use with the mixed verification mentioned in 
the previous paragraph. 

1.3 Netlist comparison 

The term netlist comparison sterns from the fact that the topology of a circuit can be represented in 
textual rorm by means of a netlist An example of a structural representation of a circuit (a schematic) 
with a corresponding netlist is given in figure (1.3). In this example type definitions are not shown. 
The aim of netlist comparison is twofold: to determine whether two descriptions are structurally 
equivalent, and to locate the discrepancies. 

Before consictering netlist comparison, flrst the difference between the descriptions at the various 
levels of abstraction is discussed. 

At the circuit level, the basic components of a description are transistors andresistors and their inter
connections. Resistors are symmetrical componentsinthesen se that their two cantacts cannot be dis
tinguished. In a si mil ar sense, for digital circuits, transistors are aften assumed to be symmetrical in the 
sense that the drain and souree contacts camlOt be distinguished. The drain and souree terminals are in 
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d 

In Out 
PMOS TO(In,Out,Vdd) 
NMOS Tl(In,Out,Gnd) 

d 

g 

s 
Gnd 

Figure 1.3: Examp1e of a schematic with a corresponding netlist sectîon 

other words, permutab1e. The permulation set equals { { (g, g), ( d, d), ( s, s)}, { (g, g), ( d, s ), ( s, d)}}. 
The terminal permulation sets of these components can also be represented by simply associating 
(numerical) labels with the terminals in such a way that terminals which may be interchanged have 
the same label. The labels are referred to as terminal classes. The permulation set of the transistor 
type mentioned, for example, can be represented by associating a '0' with the gate terminal, a '1' 
with the drain terminal, and a '1' with the souree terminal also. 

At higher levels of abstraction, such as the logic and architectural level, the components may have 
pin permutabilities which cannot be represented using terminal classes. Consicter for example a 
'set-reset' (S-R) flip-flop. For this component the 's' and 'r' terminals may be interchanged only 
if the 'q' and 'q' terminals are also interchanged. The permulation set, in other words, equa1s 
{{ ( s, s), ( r, r), ( q, q), (q, q)}, { ( s, r ), (1'. s), ( q, q), (q, q)}}. Another example of a component with 
a groupwise interchangeability of the terminals is the And Or Invert (AOI) gate. 

To determine whether two netlists are isomorphic, one tries to construct an isomorphism mapping 
of the reference netlist onto the netlist which is to be validared (the test netlist). An isomorphism 
mapping is a l I mapping which preserves the adjacency of the nets and the components. 'That 
is, a component and a net in the test netlist are adjacent if and only if the corresponding components 
and nets in the reference netlist are adjacent. Furthermore it is required that the types and parameter 
values of the components mapped onto each other match. Also for each component the mapping 
of the terminal narnes in the test netlist onto the terminal narnes in the reference netlist must be a 
member of the permutation set for that component. Note that a mapping of the terminals is implied 
by a mapping of the components and the nets. In the case where permulation sets eau bedescribed 
by assigning terminal classes to the terminals the last requirement is equivalent with the requirement 
of equal terminal classes for terminals that are mapped onto each other. 

An example of an isomorphism mapping is gi ven in figure ( 1.4 ). 

Existing a1gorithms for proving netlist isomorphism are based either on depth-first search, or on 
refinement [6, 5, 4, 3]. 
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Figure 1.4: Two isomorphic schematics with mapping 

Introduetion 

in 

Th is paragraph describes briefty the depth-fint search algorithm fordetermining netlist isomorphisms 
as in [8]. The algorithm first delermines a search tree that represems thesetof all mappings between 
the netlists. Each path from the root to a leaf of the search tree represents one partienlar mapping. 
Next, the depth-first search algorithm constructs an isomorphism function, by traversing the search 
tree starting from the root, to delermine a path that corresponds to an isomorphism function. The 
traversal downwarcts continnes until thepartial function associated with the current path is inconsistent 
with preservation of adjacency, terminal permutability, and other properties of every netlist element. 
In that case backtracking occurs to find alternative paths. 
Proving graph isomorphism by depth-first search works appropriately for smal! netlists. For medium 
and large nellists, ho wever, this approach leads to unacceptable run times. Therefore, most modern 
algorîlhms for proving netlist isomorphism are based on refinement. The netlist comparison tooi 
described in this thesis also uses refinement. 

Refinement 

The principle of refinement [11 is described here briefly in order to show where the problems !ie in 
camparing high level structures. lt wil! be explained extensively in chapter 3. 
The components and nets in the two netlists are iteratively partitioned into sets of elements having 
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equal signatures. The initia! partitioning is based on initia! tocat properties of the compouents and 
nets, such as the types of tbc components and tbc number of conncctions to the nets. In cvcry itcration 
that follows tbc initialization, tbc signature of cvcry clement is reassigncd a valuc by combining tbe 
current signaturc, the currcnt signaturcs of the direct neighbors, and the properties of the terminals 
connccting them, using a signaturing function. Whcn both netlists are partitioncd into singleton sets, 
tbc pairs of clements having equal signatures form an isomorphism mapping. 

This method works for structural dcscriptions at the circuit level where tbc permutability of the 
component terminals is rcprescntcd by associating terminal classes with tbc terminals, sincc herc thc 
pcrmutation set is dctincd by tbe local propertics of the terminals. 111e approach cannot be uscd to 
tind an isomorphism mapping for nctlists with components with arbitrary terminal pcrmutation sets 
however. Si nee the permutation set of tbc componcnts spccify rclations between the terminals, the 
permulation set is notalocal propcrty of tbc component or its terminals. It can thercfore not be uscd 
in conjunction with the retinement algorithm. 

Permulation trees 

A solution to tbc abovcmentioncd problcm has been found. It will bc fully cxplaincd in chapter two. 
Here an informal introduetion is givcn. 

The aim is to map the nellists onto nerlists witb interchangeability relations which eau bc described 
with terminal classes (such as tbc circuit level dcscription that bas been mentioncd) so that they can 
be comparcd using the retinement algorithm. The basic idea is to represem the permulation sets by 
means of structures in the form of trees. These trees are insertcd for every instantiation of the com
ponents for which they describe tbc terminal permutation sets. The permulation sets are representcd 
by tbc trees in such a way that the isomorphism sets of the trees onto themselves (automorphism 
sets) detine the valid terminal permutations. Because a netlist isomorphism implies isomorphism 
mappingsof its sub-graphs, a netlist isomorphism mapping tb en implies valid terminal permutations. 

To describe a permmation set of a component using a tree, each terminal of a given component type 
is associatcd with a leaf of a tree. Then a set of valid bijective mappings of the tree leaves onto 
themselves is defincd using the tree structure. The valid mappings have the following properties: 
Any two vertices (including tbc leaves) that share the sameparent can be mapped onto each ot11er 
if and only if the labels of the edges connccting them to their parent are equal. Furthermore the 
mapping must preserve adjacency of all tbc vertices. 

As an example consider the permulation set of the S-R flip-flop: 
{ { ( s, s), (r, r), ( q, q), (q, q)}, {(s, r), (r, s), (q, q), (q, q) }}. It can be representcd by the permulation 
tree shown in tigure ( 1.5.a). Part (b) of the same tigure shows graphically one of thc valid mappings. 

'fl1Us we have described the permuLation of the component terminals by means of a tree with labeled 
edges. Such a tree is associatcd with each component type. By inserting such a tree for each 
component instantiation in tbc netlist, a netlist is obtaincd for which isomorphism can be checked 
using the retinement algorithm since the permutation sets are completely described by terminal 
classes. An example of such an insertion is shown in tigure (1.6). Here an S-R flip-flop is replaced by 
its permutation tree. Several details have been omitted bere. These include the fact tbat trees eaunoL 
be simply inserted into the netlist. The component type and parameter data, for example, disappear. 
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Figure 1.5: Permutation tree and a valid mapping 
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Figure 1.6: Insertion of a permutation tree into a netlist 
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1.4 Outline of this thesis 

The process of verifying netlists at high levels of abstraction can be subdivided into two main tasks. 
The first taskin vol ves transforming the netlists into forms which can compared using the refinement 
algorithm. It is described in chapter two. The second task, which is described in chapter tllree, 
involves finding an isomorphism mapping of the reference netlist onto the test netlistand reporting 
the discrepancies in case the two netlists are not isomorphic. Many of the beuristics deployed have 
been inspired by those used in another netlist comparison tool named Gemini (6, 5, 4, 3]. Chapter 
four describes an implementation called SIRICT (which is an acronym for STRucture lso Check 
Tool). The results are discussed in chapter five. Finally conclusions and recommendations are given 
in chapter six. 



Chapter 2 

Transformation 

This chapter describes a formal representation of netlists with components with arbitrary terminal 
permutation sets and a mapping of these netlists onto netlists with terminal classes. 

2.0.1 General notions 

• A set is a finite collection of elements in which each element occurs once. It is denoted by 
S = { so, SJ, ... , s1s1- J} where s; (i = 0, l, ... , iiSI-J) are theelements in the set. ISI denotes 
the number of elementsin the set, i.e. the cardinality. An empty set is denoted by 0. Note that 
the definition of a set given here, corresponds to the traditional notion of ajinite set. This has 
been done since we will be dealing only with finite sets. 

• An ordered set is a finite, ordered collection of elements in which each element only occurs 
once. It is denoted by 0 = (oo, o1, ... , oiOI-J) where o; (i = 0, 1, ... , oloi-J) are the 
elementsof the ordered set. lOl denotes the number of elementsin the set, i.e. the cardinality. 
An empty ordered set is denoted by 0. The i-th element ( counting from zero inclusive onwards) 
of an ordered set 0 is sametimes denoted by [0);. It is, when possible, denoted simply by o;. 
The definition given here, corresponds to the traditional notion of ajinite ordered set. 

• A multi-set is a finite collection of elements in which each element may have multiple oc
curences. It is denoted by lvi = { mo, m1, ... , miMI-d where m; (i = 0, l, ... , iiMI-1) are 
the elementsof the multiset. IMI denotes the number of elementsin the multiset, i.e. the 
cardinality. An empty multi set is denoted by 0. The definition of a multi set given here, 
corresponds to the traditional notion of a jinite multi set. Wh en discussing a multi-set lvi, it 
is sametimes referred to simply as a set if it is clear from the context that we are dealing with 
a multi-set. The binary operator !,lis used to denote the union of mult-sets. Thus Mo\llv!J is 
the uni on of the multi sets M 0 and M1. The multiplicity, i.e. the number of occurrences, of an 
element rn in a multi-set lvi is denoted by JJm(M). 

• Elementsof type String are ordered multi-sets of alphanumeric symbols (characters). 

• The type bool denotes the set { true , false } 

A box has been drawn around this example to distinguish it from real definitions. Note that 
a type definition starts with the specification of the types of the entities of which the type is 
made up (here x is a natural number and y is complex) . After this the domains can possibly 
be restricted. All the conditions speciüed (by item) must be satisfied. 
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2.1 Representation of netlists 

This section starts with a forma! representation of netlists with components with arbitrary inter
changeability relations on their terminals. After this an isomorphismrelation will bedefinedon these 
netlists. 
A circuit1 consists of a set of interconnected nets and components. In this section a circuit will be 
mapped onto a forma! structure referred to as a N etlist'. In order to do this the elements which 
constitute the netlist need to be represented. Ir is necessary to represem the components, the nets 
and the interconnections. But it is also necessary to represent additional information associated with 
the components. For each component type, the parameters and their respective tolerances need to be 
represented. Furthermore a terminal permutation set neects to be represented for each component type. 

Before proceeding, the meaning of each of the terms used will be explained with an example. Figure 
(2.1) depiets a CMOS inverter. lt consistsof four nets (In, Out, Vdd and Gnd) and two compo
nents: TO and Tl. Each of these components has terminals which are labelled g,d, and s. These 
terminals form the connections between the components and the nets and wil! be represented by edges. 

In Out 

d 

g 
T1 

~s 
Gnd 

Figure 2.1: Example of a circuit. A CMOS in verter 

The shaded boxes on the right-hand side of the components contain in formation which is part of the 

1 'The term circuit does nol neccessarily refer to a description at the circuit level in tl1e Y-chart of chapter one. It is used 
here, as is the term netlist, to denote a descripllon in tlJe structural domain. 
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component instantiations. They give in formation regarding the types and the parameter values of the 
components. T 1 is of type P MOS. It has values of 2 and 4 for its w and l parameters respectively. 
The shaded boxes at the bottorn of figure (2.1) describe the component types. The type PI\!! OS has 
two parameters: w and l. They both have a toleranee of 1%. Finally each component type has 
a permulation set I on its terminals associated with it. These sets are given at the bottorn of the 
type descriptions. For both the PMOS and the NMOS the d and the s terminals may be mutually 
interchanged whereas the g terminal may not be swapped with any other terminal. 

Definition 2.1.1 (Permutation set) 
A permulation set on a set of terminal narnes S, is a set of mappings I { io, i 1, i2, ... , illl-l}. 

Wh ere: 

• io, i 1, i2, ... , ilfl-l are 1 1 mappings of the terminal names associated with the component 
type onto the terminal narnes associated with the component type. 

0 

Ibe componenttypes PMOS and NMOS in figure (2.1), for example, both have a permutation set 
I {{(g,g),(d,d),(s,s)},{(g,g),(d,s),(s,d)}}. 

We now proceed wilh the forma! representation of component types. A component type has a name, 
terminal names, parameter names, a function associating a toleranee with every parameter, a set of 
valid terminal name permutations, and an optional sub-netlist associated with it. The meaning of 
this optional sub-netlist will become apparent in a later sectien (2.2). In the previous example the 
component types did nothave a sub-netlist associated with iL 

Definition 2.1.2 ( ComponentType) 
A Component Type is a 6-tuple: (name, tem!inalN a mes, I, parameterNa mes, tol, netlist). 

Wh ere: 

0 

• name is the name of the ComponentType. It is of type String 

• termina/N a mes is a set of terminal names. It is of type set of String 

• I represents the interchangeability of the component terminals. It is a permulation set. 

• paramelerN a mes is an ordered set of parameter names. It is of type odered set of String 

• tol is a function which associates a toleranee with every parameter. It is a function: tol : 
String ,_. IR 

• netlist is a sub-netlist associated with the component type. It is of type N etlist, which is 
defined further on (definition 2.2.1 ). 

As an example, con si der the component type of TO in figure (2.1 ). It is represented as follows: 
PMOS = (PMOS, {g, d, s}, { {(g,g), (d,d), (s, s)}, {(g,g), (d, s), (s, ct)}}, {w, 1}, {(w, 0.01), 
(1, 0.01)}, 0) 

Next we discuss the representation of components. A component has a name, a type, and parameter 
values. 
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Definition 2.1.3 (Component) 
A Component is a 1-tuple: (name, type, parameter), where: 

• name is the name of the component. It is of type String. 

• type is the type of the component. It is of type Component Type. 

• parameter is a function which associates a value with every parameter of the component. 

0 

It is a function: parameter : String f-+ IR. We will also use the notation parameter; to 
refer to the value of the i'th parameter (counting from zero). Thus forsome component, c, 
parameter;( c) parameter([parameterN a mes( type(c) )]; ) 

The component TO in tigure (2.1) is represented as follows: TO = (TO, PJlv!OS, { (w, 2), (1, 4)}) 

A net only has a name: 

Definition 2.1.4 (Net) 
A Net is a 1-tuple: (name), where 

• name is the name of the net. It is of type String. 

0 

The connections between the components and the nets, i.e. the terminals of the components, are 
represented using edges: 

Definition 2.1.5 (Edge) 
An Edge is a pair { c, n} , where: 

• cis the component with which the edge is incident. It is of type Component. 

• n is the net with which the edge is incident. It is of type Net. 

0 

A netlist is represented by a bipartite graph G of net vertices and component vertices. With each 
edge we associate the name of the component terminal to which it is connected. 

Definition 2.1.6 (Netlist') 
A N etlist' is derived from a bipartite graph. It is a 5-tuple G = ( C, N, E, name), where: 

0 

• C is a set of components. 

• N is a set of nets. 

• Eis set of edges connecting the components and the nets. 

• name is a function which associates a name with every edge: 
name : E ---. String 

Thus we have defmed a complete represcntation of netlists. Figure (2.2) shows the complete forma! 
representation of the circuit depicted in tigure (2.1 ). 
Next, we shall define an isomorphism relation on netlists. Isomorphic netlists must have equal struc
tures. Since netlists have been represented as bipartite graphs, a netlist isomorphism should clearly 
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be a graph isomorphism. Additionally we require that the types of the camponems mapped onto 
each other correspond and that the connectîons to the terminals obey the interchangeability which is 
defined for each component type. 

Definition 2.1.7 (Net list isomorphism) 
Let G and H be netlists as in definition (2.1.6). A netlist isomorphism, e' ( G, H), of G onto H, is 

a pair (f, g), where: 

I. f is a 1 - 1 mapping of C( G) onto C( H) 

2. gis a 1 1 mapping of N(G) onto N(H) 

3. (Vc, n: c E C(G) A n E N(G) A { c, n} E E(G): {f(c), g(n)} E E(H)) 

4. (Vc: c E C(G): type(c) = type(f(c)) 

5. M(c) :::::(3i: iE I(type(c)): 
(Vn: {c,n} E E(G): i(name({c,n})) = narne({f(c),g(n)})) 

(Vc: c E C(G): M(c)) 

0 

The first three items specify the 'normal' graph isomorphism for bipartite graphs. The fourth item 
specifies that the component types of camponems mapped onto each other should match. Finally, 
the last item specifies that the connections to the terminals of the components should obey the inter
changeability rul es of the component type. Th at is, for each component the mapping of the terminal 
names in the test netlist onto the terminal names in the reference netlist must be a member of the 
permulation set for that component. The mapping of the terminal names is implied by the mapping 
of the terminals ( edges in the graph ). 

Finally we define an isomorphism which takes the parameter values of the components into ac
count. Such an isomorphism is referred to as a parameterically correct netlist isomorphism. It is 
a simply netlist isomorphism with the additional property that the parameter values of the compo
nents ofthe test netlist must !ie within the toleranee margins of the componentsof the reference netlist. 

Definition 2.1.8 (Parameterically correct netlist isomorpJzism) 
Let G and H be netlistsas in definition (2.1.6). A parameterically correct netlist isomorphism, 

f 1
( G, H ), of G onto H, is a pair(!, g) where: 

• f 1 
( G, H) is a netlist isomorphism as in definition (2.1.7) 

• (Vc: c E C(G) :('Vp: p E pararneterNames(type(c)): 
ltwrameter(p(c))- pammeter(p(f(c))j ~ tol(p))) 

Note that for two given netlists, G and the existence of a parameterically correct netlist isomor
phism of G onto H does not imply the existence of a parameterically correct netlist isomorphism of 
H onto G since the tolerances defined for the component types may be different in the two netlists. 
0 



2.1 Representation of netlists 

Permutation sets: 
Io {{(g,g),(d,d),(s,s)},{(g,g),(d,s),(s,d)}} 
lt = {{(g,g),(d,d),(s,s)},{(g,g),(d,s),(s,d)}} 
Component types: 
PMOS = (PMOS, {g, d, s}, Io, {w, 1}, {(w,0.01), (1,0.01)}, 0) 
NMOS = (NMOS, {g, d, s}, !1, { w, 1 }, { (w, 0.01), (1, 0.01 )}, 0) 
Nets: 
Gnd (Gnd) 
Vdd = (Vdd) 
In- (In) 
Out= (Out) 
N = { Gnd, Vdd, In, Out} 
Components: 
TO (TO, PMOS, {(w, 2), (1, 4)}) 
Tl = (Tl, NMOS, {(w, 2), (1, 4)}) 
C = {TO, Tl} 
Interconnections: 
eo ={In, TO} 
e1 = { Vdd, TO} 
e2 {Out, TO} 
e3 ={In, Tl} 
e4 { Gnd, Tl} 
es= {Out, Tl} 
Terminal narnes associated with interconnections: 
name= {(eo,g), (e1, s), (e2, d), (e3, g), (e4, s), (es, d)} 
E = {eo, et, e2, e3, e4, es} 
The circuit represented as a N etlist': 
G = (C, N, E, name) 

Figure 2.2: Forma! representation of circuit in tigure 2.1 (The CMOS in verter ). 

17 
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2.2 Recursive interchangeability relations 

It is not possible to construct an isomorphism mapping between two netlists with components with 
arbitrary terminal permutation sets, such as those described insection 2.1, using lhe refinement algo
rithm. Th is section describes a transformation afthese netlists onto netlists for which an isomorphism 
mapping can be constructed using lhe refinement algorithm. The transformation and the isomorphism 
condition in lhe co-domain are defined in such a way that two netlists in lhe original domaln are 
isomorphic if and only if lheir images in the co-domain are isomorphic. The transformation can only 
be used for netlists with components wilh permulation sets lhat can be represented by means of the 
permulation tree which is defined further on. 

The aim is totransfarm the netlists into netlists with components wilh simple terminal pin permuLation 
sets, such as lhe netlists at the circuit level mentioned in the introduction. Before discussing the 
transformation steps, the destination netlist is described first. 
The resulting netlist consists of camponems with permulation sets which can be represented by 
assigning terminal classes to the terminals. These terminal classes are assigned in such a manner that 
terminals having equal terminal classes may always be interchanged. In the forma! representation of 
the netlists, edges are used to represent the terminals of the components. Thus associating a terminal 
class with each terminal means associating a terminal class with each edge of the netlist Therefore 
definition (2. 1.6) of N etlist' must be extended with a terminal class function: 

Definition 2.2.1 (Netlist) 
A Netlist is a 4-tupleG = (C, N, E, te), where: 

0 

• C,N, and E have the same meaning as in definition 2.1.6 

• te is a function which associates a terminal class wilh every edge: 
te: E ,...._.IN 

Forthese nellists the terminal permulation sets are described completely by the terminal classes, so 
that the netlist isomorphism condition can be written in a simpler form. Because for each component 
terminals having the same terminal class may be interchanged, condition 5 of the N etlist' isomor
phism condition in deflnition (2. 1.7), in the domain of Net/i st becomes: 

(\ie, n : e E C( G) À n E 1V( G) À { e, n} E E( G) : te( { c, n}) = te( {f( e ), g( n)}) 

Hence, the definition of a Netlist isomorphism becomes: 

Definition 2.2.2 (Net list isomorphism) 
Let G and H be netlistsas in definition (2.2.1 ). A netlist isomorphism, 0( G, H), of G onto H, is a 

pair (f, g ), where: 

l. fisa1 1 mappingofC(G)ontoC(H) 

2. gis a 1 1 mapping of N(G) onto N(H) 

3. (\ie, n: c E C(G) À n E N(G) À {c, n} E E(G): {f(e),g(n)} E E(H)) 

4. (\ie: e E C(G): type(c) = type(f(e)) 
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5. (Vc,n: {c,n} E E(G): tc({c,n}) tc({f(c),g(n)}) 

0 

The transformation from the original netlist to a netlist of type Netlist is performcd in three steps. 
The first step involves descrihing the permutation set of the terminals of the component types in the 
form of trees. The second step consistsof transforming these treesintoa form suitable for insertion 
into the netlists, in doing so a sub-netlist (of type N etlist) is associated with every component type 
in the domain of Net list'. The third step involves the actual transformation of the netlists, it is done 
by inserting the sub-netlists into the net! i st. These threc steps are described in the following sections. 

2.2.1 Permulation trees 

In genera!, the interchangeability of a set of terminals is represented by associating a name with 
each terminal, and writing a permulation set I, which represems the set of valid mappings, in the 
narnes of these terminals. Given a set of terminals names, S, and a permuLation set I as in definition 
(2.1.1), a 1-1 mapping oftheterminals ontotheterminals, y is a validmapping if, and onlyif: y EI. 

To represem the subset of recursi ve interchangeability relations, the terminal names are mapped onto 
the leaves of a permulation tree by a I - I mapping, -f. By definition a permutation of the terminal 
names in S is a valid permulation if and only if a mapping of the corresponding leaves is a valid 
mapping. The structure of the tree then defines valid permutations of the terminals. This is so, 
because the structure of the tree delermines thesetof valid 1 - 1 mapping of its leaves (and thereby 
the corresponding terminal names) onto its Ieaves in a sense to be defined. 
First, the permulation tree is introduced. 

Definition 2.2.3 (Permutalion tree) 
An permulation treefora given component with a set of terminals S, is a tree T(I) (V 

LU N, E, tc1
), where: 

0 

1. T is a tree 

2. L is a set of leaf vertices 

3. N is a set of vertices. 

4. E is a set of directed edges from the pareuts totheir children. 

5. te' is a function which associates a terminal class with every edge: 
tc1

: E,....... IN. ( 2.2.1) 

6. sub-trees of a vertex that are connected to it with edges with equal terminal classes, are 
isomorphic. 

An example of a permulation tree with a mapping, 1, of the terminal nan1es onto the leaves is shown 
in tigure (2.3). The mapping -f is shown in this tigure by simply writing the terminal names under 
the leaves onto which they are mapped. 
A valid 1 - 1 mapping of the vertices of a permutation tree (which naturally includes its Ieaves) onto 
the vertices of the same permulation tree, is referred to as a permulation tree automorphism. It is 
defined in the following: 
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0 0 

0 

s a R ä 

Figure 2.3: A permulation tree with mapped terminal narnes 

Definition 2.2.4 (Permutation tree automorphism) 
Fora given permulation tree, T, a permutation tree automorphism, z, is a mapping, where: 

0 

1. z: V(T).....,. 1/(T) 

2. z is a 1 - 1 mapping. 

3. Any two vertices that share the same parent can be mapped onto each other if and only if the 
terminal classes of the edges connecting them to their parent are equal: 

(Vp: pEN: ( 2.2.2) 
(Vc: (p, c) E E: tc'((z(p), z(c))) = tc'((p, c))) 

4. If two vertices are mapped onto each other, their respective children arealso mapped onto each 
other. In other words, adjacency is preserved: 

(Vp: pEN: ( 2.2.3) 
(Vn: (p, c) E E: (z(p), z(c)) E E) 

An example of a permulation tree automorphism of the tree of tigure (2.3) is shown in tigure (2.4 ). 
We see that sets of terminalnames that are unconditionally permutable are connected to a common 
parent with edges with equal terminal classes, while terminal names whîch are fixed relative toeach 
other are conneeled toa common parent but with different terminal classes. This holcts recursively. 

2.2.2 Mapping of a permutation tree onto a sub-netlist 

The aim is to reptace every component by its respective permulation tree, so that an isomorphism in 
thedomain of Netlist is equivalent with an isomorphism in thedomain of N etlist'. It is not possible to 
insert the trees which have been described directly because it does notconsist of components and nets. 

Here a mapping of isomorphism trees onto netlistsis descri bed. This means that the permutation sets 
of the component types can be described by associating a netli8t with every type. A provision for 
this has been made in detinition (2.1.2) of the component type. 
The mapping is constmcted in such a way that if, and only if, a given mapping of the vertices of the 
permulation tree onto the vertices of the permutation tree is an automorphism mapping, the mapping 
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s a R L.i s a R L.i 
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Figure 2.4: Example of a permutation tree automorphism 

of the corresponding components and nets in the netlist is a netlist isomorphism. 

Definition 2.2.5 (Mapping of a permutation tree onto a net list) 
Let T be a permutation tree as in definition (2.2.3). Let G* be a netlist as in definition (2.2.1). A 

mapping of a permutation tree onto a netlist is a 4-tuple M (T) = ( vc, vn, e, t ), where: 

0 

• Vc is a 1 - 1 mapping of the vertices of the tree onto the components of the netlist 
v c : V ( T) ,___. C ( G*), where the type of the component is set to 0. 

• vn is a 1 - 1 mapping of the edges of the tree onto the nets of the netlist 
Vn : E(T) 1--+ N(G*) 

• e is a mapping of the edges of the tree onto unordered pairs of edges of the netlist 
e: E(T) ,___. setüf(E(G*) ). Let x E V(T), y E V(T), (x, y) E E(T) 
e((x, y)) = { {vc(x), Vn((x, y))}, {vc(Y), Vn((x, y))}} 

• t is mapping of the terminal class function, te', of the tree onto the terminal class function, te, 
of the netlist. It is constructed such that the terminal classes associated with the edges of the 
tree are equal to the terminal classes associated with their 'edge' images in the netlist 
(lf: x E E(T): (\fy: y E e(x): te(y) = te'(x))) ( 2.2.4) 

An example of a mapping of a permutation tree onto a netlist is shown in tigure (2.5). Here the 
mapping of one vertex and one edge is shown. The mapping of the vertex onto a component, vc, is 
represented by the dotted line. The mapping, vn, of the edge onto a net is shown by the dashed/dotted 
line. The mapping, e, of the edge onto edges is indicated by the dasbed !in es. 

Using the functions Tand M as defined in the previous, the association between a component type, 
tp, and and its sub-netlist netlist(tp) may now formally be written as: netlist(tp) = M(T(I(tp))) 

( 2.2.5) 
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s Q R 0 

Figure 2.5: Mapping of the permulation tree of the S-R flip-flop onto a netlist 

2.2.3 Insertion mapping 

The actual transformation from a netlist, netlist', of type Net list' onto a netlist, netlist, of type 
Netlist is done by mapping every component c of netlist' onto a netlist a(c) Ç netlist. The map
ping is constructed such that two netlists of type N etlist' are isomorphic in their domain if and on! y 
if their images are isomorphic in the domain of Netlist. 

Definition 2.2.6 (Mapping of a Netlist onto a Netlist) 
Let G be a netlist as in definition (2.1.6), and H a netlist as in definition (2.2.1 ). A Mapping of a 
Net list' onto a Net list which preserves isomorphism is a triple (a, fJ, 5), where: 

0 

1. a maps each component c onto a netlist that corresponds to its type. The components of this 
netlist have the sametype and parameter values as the original component c. 
a: C(G) ...._. Netlist 
Letnet/ist(type(c)) (C,N, te) 
a= ((Ue': c' E C: (name(e'), type(c), parameter(e)) ), N, te) 

2. fJ is a mapping of the nets of Net list' onto the nets of N etllst: 
fJ: N(G) ...._. N(H) 
fJ( n) = n 

3. 5 is a mapping of the edges of Netlist' onto corresponding edges of Netlist in such a way that 
each edge representing a terminal, conneeled tosome net in Netlist' is mapped onto an edge 
which connects the component representing this terminal in Netlist to the same net. 
8: E(G) ...._. E(H) 
8({c,n}) = (vc(l(name{c,n}) ),n) 



Chapter 3 

Construction of an isomorphism 
mapping 

The two netlists which need to be compared with each other can be represented as labeled bipartite 
graphs as was discussed in chapter two. To determine whether the two netlists are equivalent, it is 
attempted to construct an isomorphism mapping from the reference graph onto the test graph. If such 
a mapping can be constructed, the two netlists are isomorphic. If the two netlists are not isomorphic, 
we want an as accurate as possible indication ofthe discrepancies. 

The construction of an isomorphism mapping is an open problem, i.e. it is not known whether it 
is in P, or whether it is NP-complete [2]. However, from a practical point of view the refinement 
algorithm (1] is known toperfarm well for the purpose of netlist camparisou [6, 5, 4, 3, 14]. 

Th is refinement algorithm for determining graph isomorphism mappingsis discussed in the following 
seetions. For illustrative purposes the algorithm is presenred in its basic form suitable for uniabelled 
graphs first. 

Apart from the fact that this algorithm doesnottake component types, terminal classes, and parameter 
values into account it bas a number of shortcomings which make it unsuitable for netlist comparison. 
These shortcomings include the fact that discrepancies between the reference and test graphs are not 
located. Purthermare the algoritbm can terminare prematurely. Tbat is, for two given isomorpbic 
grapbs, it migbt construct an incomplete mapping. Tbe algoritbm and tbe associated problems wil! 
be discussed in section (3.1). Tbis section forms tbc basis for the discussion of a more complete 
algorithm insection (3.2). 

3.1 The refinement algorithm 

Tb is section discusses an algorithm for determining graph isomorphism mappings, or graph isomor
phîsms. The algorithm is analogous to the one presenred in [1], and is referred to as the iterative 
partitioning, iterative rejinement or simply rejinement algorithm. 

First the algorithm is discussed informally with the aid of an example. After this, the algorithm is 
treated formally. Tne algorithm is presenred in such a manner that it can easily be adopted for the 
purpose of netlist comparison. 
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3.1.1 An informal discussion 

The aim is to find a 1-1 mapping of the vertices of the graph in the Ie ft -hand si de of figure (3 .l.a) 
(named for convenience the reference graph) outo the vertices of the graph in the right-hand side of 
the same figure (named for convenience the test graph). 
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Figure 3.1: Stages in the refinement process 

The basis of this algorithm is that of iteratively partitioning the sets of vertices of the graphs. Once 
the partitions contain pairs of vertices, one from the refereuce and one from the test graph, these 
vertices can be mapped onto each other. If at some stage there are cells that contain unequal number 
of vertices from the two graphs, we know that the two graphs are not isomorphic and the algorithm 
terminates. 
First an initia! partitioning is made which is based on the degrees of the vertices. The initia! 
partitioning of the example graphs in figure (3.l.a) is shown in figure (3.l.b). The labels shown in 
the figure are referred to as signatures. Vertices with equal signatures are members of the same cell. 
Thus all the vertices Iabeled 'I' in figure (3.l.b) belong to the same cell, with signature 'I'. In this 
example we see that the cell with signature '3' contains two vertices; one from the reference graph 
and one from the test graph. These vertices can therefore be mapped onto each other. 
After the initia! partitioning step, the sets of vertices are iteratively partitioned and possibly mapped 
until all the vertices in the reference graph have been mapped onto vertices in the test graph. As a 
partitioning criterion the signature of each vertex and its direct neighbors is used. In one partitioning 
step all vertices are considered. Vertices which have the same signature and the same multi-set of 
signatures of neighboring vertices are placed together in a new cell. Each new cell which contains 
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more than one vertex from each graph is assigned a new unique signature which is to be used in the 
next partitioning step. 
As an example consicter the partitioning step made from tigure (3.l.b) to (3.l.c). 111e vertices in 
tigure (3.1.b) with an arrow pointing to it, have a signature '1' and a multi-set of neighbor signatures 
equal to { 2}. These vertices tagether with the other vertices which have a signature of '1' and a 
multi-set-of neighbor signatures equal to {2} are put tagether in a new cell as depicted in tigure 
(3.1.c). They are assigned a new unique sï""gn"ature 'F'. The same procedure has been applied to the 
other vertices. 
All the vertices, except those labelect 'F' can be mapped. One more partitioning step yields the 
partitioning of tigure (3.1.d). 

Static partitioning 

In the previous example, the graphs could be partitioned into pairs of single vertices, making it pos
sibie to construct an isomorphism mapping. Consider, however, the graphs of tigure (3.2). The sets 
of vertices in these graphs cannot be partitioned any further using the retinement algorithm. Hence 
we are left with a cell with two vertices from each graph (those labelect 'A:). Such a partitioning will 
be referred to as a static partitioning. It will always occur when camparing two graphs which have 
more than one automorphism mapping. 

~ ' / .~ ' vv 
\[g]i 

Figure 3.2: A 'statie' partitioning 

It has been conjured [1] that when constructing an isomorphism mapping between two isomorphic 
graphs, G and H, if the retinement leads to a static partitioning, one may restart the partitioning 
process by assigning a unique signature, s, to two vertices from a single cell: one from graph G and 
one from graph H. 
In our example this corresponds to assigning a signature, say 'X', to one of the vertices with a 
signature '2' in the left hand graph, and toa vertex with a signature '2' in the right hand graph. This 
in deed leads to an isomorphism mapping. 

It can easily be shown, with the aid of a contradiction, that the conjecture does not hold in the general 
case however. One such contractietion is illustrated by means of the graphs in tigure (3.3). In tigure 
(3.3.a), again we have a static partitioning. Assigning a new signature 'X' to the vertices pointed 
to by the dotted lines, and restarting the retinement process leads to the partitioning shown in tigure 
(3.3.b ). We see that the vertices with labels 'Y' can be mapped onto each other and that another static 
partitioning is reached (again requiring a 'forced' unique signature). Nothing has gone wrong here. 
If, however, the new signature 'X' is assigned to the vertex pointed to by the dashed line in the 
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right hand graph, and the vertex pointed to by the dotted line in the left handgraphof tigure (3.3.a), 
clearly a mistake is made because the mapping of these 'X' vertices onto each other is notpart of 
an isomorphism mapping. This becomes apparent after two more partitioning steps, resulting in the 
partitioning shown in tigure (3.3.c). Because at least one cell contains unequal numbers of vertices 
from the reference and the test graph (the cell with signature 'C' for example), the algorithm will 
terminate and erroneously conclude that the two graphs are not isomorphic. 
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Figure 3.3: A 'statie' partitioning with an ambiguity 
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Diserepan des 

In the previous examples it was attempted to construct isomorphism mappings between isomorphic 
graphs. Here we shall see theeffect ofthe retinement algorithm when camparing two non-isomorphic 
graphs. Consider the graphs of tigure (3.4.a). The vertices of these graphs have been assigned their 
initia! signatures. Since the initia! partitioning contains a cell with unequal number of vertices from 
the two graphs (the cell with vertices with signature '1' for example), the retinement algorithm 
terminates immediately, concluding that the two graphs are nat isomorphic. 
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Figure 3.4: Stages in the retinement process for two non-isomorphic graphs 

The aim of netlist comparison, however, is to locate the discrepancies. This means that as many 
as possible vertices must be mapped onto each other in such a way that the mapping resembles an 
isomorphism mapping 'as closely as possible'. We shall examine here what happens ifthe retinement 
processis continued. First of all, the vertices with the signature '3' will be mapped onto each other. 
The following partitions are shown in tigures (3.4.b-d). We see that in tigure (a) two vertices have 
been marked with a blob ink. These two vertices have different signatures from the vertices onto 
which they should be mapped (a '1' instead of a '2'). Because they have different signatures, 
however, they will never be mapped. All the other vertices in tigure (a) are still potential candidates. 
One more partitioning step gives the partitioning shown in tigure (b ). The bottorn blobof ink in this 
tigure has become larger. The reason for this is that another vertex in the right hand graph (the one 
with signature 'D') has been assigned a signature which is different from its corresponding vertex in 
the left graph. Thus we see that the signature discrepancies propagate through the graph. The tin al 
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partitioning in tigure (d) has been corrupted to the stage that no more vertices can be mapped. Note 
that the topblobof ink does not expand, because the error propagation is limited by the vertex (with 
signature '3' ) that has been mapped. 
The error propagation which was illustrated here with the aid of an example, happens in general 
for two non-isomorphic graphs. Because in each refinement stage information is transferred from 
vertices to their neighbors. lt can be concluded that merely continuing the refinement process is not 
a useful metbod for locating discrepancies. 

3.1.2 A fonnal discussion 

Befare procecding with a discussion of the actual functions, definitions of a cel! and a vertex parti
Honing are given. These definitions are suited to the algorithm used for testing graph isomorphism 
and deviate somewhat from the traditional definitions of partitionings and cells. 

Definition 3.1.1 (Cel!) 
Let G and H be graphs, and let signat·ure be a mapping which associates a signature with the 

vertices of these graphs: signature : V( G) >--> Signature. A Cell( G, H) is an ordered pair (x, y ), 
where: 

• x is a set of vertices inG. x Ç V(G) 

• y is a set of vertices inH. y Ç V(H) 

• All the vertices in a cel! have the same signature. ('rla,b (a,b) E (:r: U y,x U y) 
signature(a)- signatttre(b)) 

The sets of vertices x and y are referred to as cell-halves. o 

Definition 3.1.2 (Vertex partitioning) 
Let G and H be grap hs. A vertex partitioning of these graphs, II( G, H) is a set of Cell, 

{co, c2 ,, .. , ciiii- J},where for allinstances of II, 1r: 

• (Uc: c E 1r: [c]o) = V(G) 

• (Uc: c E 1r: [c]l) = V(IJ) 

• ('r/c, c': (c,c') E (1r, 1r): signature(x: x E c) f:. signature(x': x' E c') <=> c f:. c1
) 

0 

Since fora given partitioning, 1r, each cel! has its own, unique, signature it is possible to identify the 
cells of a partitioning by means of their signature. Thus a function is introduced which associates a 
cel! with a signature fora given partitioning: 
cell : U x Signat·ure ,__, Cell 

cell(1r, s) = c: c E 1f 1\ signature(c) s 
Forsome vertex, x, we somelimes use cell(1r, x) as shorthand for cell(1r, signature(x) ). 

( 3.1.1) 

( 3.1.2) 

To create an isomorphism mapping of two graphs onto each other, first an initia! partitioning is 
created with a function: 
partition0 : Graph x Graph >--> II ( 3.1.3) 

The actual construction of a (partial) mapping from a given partition is performed by a function: 
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map: IT(Graph, Graph) ~---+ V(Graph) x V(Graph) ( 3.1.4) 

The iterative partitioning is performed by repeated application of a function: 
partition : Graph x Graph x II ~---+ II ( 3.1.5) 

These three functions will be discussed in the following. After this a simple loop is presenled which 
tries to construct an isomorphism mapping between two given graphs. 

Initia) vertex partitioning 

The initial vertex partitioning is the uni on of the cellsover all vertices of the graphs G and H, where 
each een has vertices with the same initia! signature. The cells consist of two cell-halves which 
contain vertices from the graphs G and H respectively. 
partition0 ('~r(G, H)) =(Ux :x E (V(G) U V(H)): ( 3.1.6) 

( initialCellH alf( G, x), initialCellH alf( H, x)) 

Initia! cell half, creates the cell part to which a given vertex x in graph G belongs. 
initialCellH alf( G, x) (Uy : y E V ( G) : initialSig( x) initialS1g(y)) ( 3.1.7) 

The initia! signature is simply the degree of the vertex. 
mitia!Sig(x) = degree(x) ( 3.1.8) 
The following algorithm constructs an initial partitioning as in definition (3.1.6) for two gi ven graphs. 

![var G, H : Graphl 
{ G and H are graphs.} 

0. 7f = 0; 
1. for :1;: x E V(G)----+ s := degree(a:); 
2. signature(x) := s; 
3. [cell(7r,s)]o := [cell(7r,s)]oU {x} 
4. rof; 
5. for x: x E V(H)----+ s := degree(x); 
6. signature(x) := s; 
7. [ce//(7r, s)]l := [cell(7r, s)h U {x} 
8. rof 

{ 1r = partition0 ( G, H)} 

IJ 

( 3.1.9) 

In line (0) of program (3.1.9) the partitioning 1r is initialized. In lines (1-4) a loop is made over all 
the vertices in graph G. For each vertex x in graph G, the appropriate signature is set (the initial 
signature which equals the degree of the vertices) and the vertex is added to the appropriate cell half. 
In lines (5-8) the same is done for the vertices in graph H. 

Construction of a partialmapping 

To construct a parrial mapping from a gi ven partitioning 1r, the vertex pairs from the cells containing 
two vertices (one in each cell-half) are mapped onto each other. 
map(1r) (Uc: c E 1r A l[c]ol = 1 A l[c]tl = 1: (x: x E [c]o, x: x E [c]t)) ( 3.1.10) 

Next, an algorithm is presented. Besîdes constructîng a partial mapping this algorithm also detects 
non-isomorphism by checking whether for each cell, the cell-halves contain equal numbers of ver
tices. Furthermore vertices that have been mapped are removed from the sets of vertices that are 
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refined, by placing them in sets of so-called unique vertices for each graph, U ( G) and U ( H). 111is 
is done because there is no point in assigning new signatures to these vertices. It has the additional 
advantage of limiting the error propagation, as was mentioned on page (29). 

[lvar 1r: II, f: V(G) ,__. V(H), U(G), U(H): V(G), notfsomorphic: boolJ (3.1.11) 

o. notisomorphic := false; 
1. for x: x E 1r---+ if l[x]ol ::f. J[x]d---+ notfsomorphic := true 
2. 0 J[x]ol l[x]JJ-+if J[x]ol = 1-+ f(x': x' E [x]o) · y': y' E [x]I; 
3. U(G) := U(G) u x': x' E [x]o; 
4. U(H) := U(H) U x': x' E [x]I; 
5. 0 J[x]ol ::f. 1 -+skip 
6. fi 
7. fi 
8. rof 

{ (f = map( 1r) V notisomorphic)} 

IJ 

In lines (1-8) of program (3.1.11) we loop over all the cells, x, of the partitioning. For each cell it 
is checked whether the number of vertices in the two halves (corresponding to the vertices from G 
and H) are equal. If this is not tme, it is noted by setting notfsomorphic. If both the cell halves 
contain one vertex, they are mapped onto each other inline (2). Furthermore these verlices are added 
tothesets of unique vertices, U( G) and U (H). The vertices in these sets wil! be excluded from the 
refinement process as wil! bedescribed in the next section. After the procedure has completed, either 
a parlial mapping has been constructed, or the fiag notisomorphic has been set. 

Further vertex partitioning 

A new vertex partitioning is the uni on of the cells over all vertices of the graphs G and H, where each 
cell has either vertices with the same new signature or vertices wîth the same old signature. Vertices 
which are not unique must have the same new signature. 11Je cells consist of two cell-halves which 
contain vertices from the graphs G and H respectively. 
partition(G, H, 1r) =(Ux :x E (V(G) U V(H)) A x ft (U(G) U U(H)): ( 3.1.12) 

(newCellHalf(G, 1r, x), newCellHalf(H, 1r, x)) 
)u 
(Ux :x E (V(G) U V(H)) A x E (U(G) U U(H)): 

cel/( 1r, x) 

New cell half, creates the cell part to which a given vertex x in graph G belongs. 
newCellHalf: Graph x II x V(Graph) ,__. II 

newCellHalf(G, Ir, x) (Uy: y E V(G): newSig(G, Ir, x) newSig(G, Ir, y)) 
(3.1.13) 

( 3.1.14) 

The new signature is a pair consisting of the current cell, and the multi-set of cells of the neighboring 
vertices. 
newSig(G, 1r, x) ((cell(1r, x), (llY: {x, y} E E(G): cell(Ir, y))) (3.1.15) 

The following algorithm constructs a partitioning as defined by (3.1.12). It is similar to program 
(3.1.9). 
J[var G, H : Graph, 1r: III ( 3.1.!6) 
{ G and H are graphs and 1r is a vertex partitioning on these graphs } 
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0. 'Ir' :::= 11"; 

1. for x: x E V(G) \ U(G) ___,. s := newSig(G, 1r, x); 
2. signature( x) := s; 
3. [cell(1r,s)]o :== [cell(1r, s)]o U {x} 
4. rof; 
s. for x: x E V(H) \ U(H)---+ s newSig(H, 1r, x); 
6. signai~tre(x) s; 
7. [cell(1r, s)]l := [cell(1r, s)]l U {x} 
8. rof 

{ 1r == parlition(G, H, 1r
1
)} 

IJ 

The code of program (3.1.16) is almost identical totbat of tbc program wbicb calculates tbe initia! 
partitioning (3.1.9). The only difference is that a different signaturing runction is used. 

A loop which tries to construct an isomorphism mapping 

The following loop, uses the procedures partztion0, map, and partitior. to construct an isomorpbism 
mapping. It does notforce any vertices once a 'statie' partitioning is reached. Rather, it terminates. 
The variables G, H, 1r, f, and notlsomorphic wbicb were, strictly sp<~aking, local variables in the 
algoritbms presenteel are assumed to be global variables here for sake cf simplicity. 
[[var G, H: Graph, U(G): V(G), U(H): V(H), 1r, 1r*: II, f: V(G) >-+ V(H), ( 3.1.17) 
notlsomorphic : booll 

0. f 0 
1. notlsomorphic := false 
2. U(G) := 0 
3. U(H) 0 
4. 1l" := 0 
5. partition0 
6. map 
7. 7r* := 0 
8. do 7r f. 7r* 1\....,notlsomorphic ------" 
9~ n* ::::::: n 

10. 

11. 

12. od 

partilion 
map 

{ not!somorphic V (U ( G) = V ( G)A 'fis an isomorpbism mapping')V 
(U(G) f. V(G))} 

IJ 

In lines (0-4) of program (3.1.17) initialization takes place. In line (5) an initia! partWoning is created 
wbicb is used by the function map in tbc next line. The loop of lines (8-12) terminaLes once it is 
noticed tbat a static partitioning is reached or when it is noticed that lhe graphs G and H are not 
isomorpbic. Within the loop tbc partitioning is partitioned and it is atte:mpted to map new vertices. 
Note that static partitionings are detected bere simply by using a dummy partitioning 1r*. 
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3.2 Netlist comparison 

Th is section describes a netlist comparison program. In the previou; sec ti on the refinement algorithm 
for the determination of graph isomorphisms was discussed. As mentioned, this algorîthm in Hs pure 
form is not suHable for netlist comparison. In order to overcome some of the deficiencies of the 
refinement algorithm henristics are used. Some others can be so!Yed in a deterministic fashion. A 
large number of the beuristics are based on those used in the Philips version of Gemini which was 
developed by D.W. Harberts [6, 5]. This program is an improved version of the original program 
Gemini [4], which was developed at Carnegie Mellon University. When referring to Gemini, in the 
following, the version by D.W Harberts is meant. 
The probieros associated with the 'bare' refinement algorithm are summarized here: 

• Itcan terminale withoutconstructinga complete isomorphism mapping even though the graphs 
which are compared with each other are isomorphic. This occurs when the graphs have more 
than one automorphism mapping or when ambiguons static partitionings are reached. 

• It doesnottake component types and terminal classes into ac;ount. 

• It does not take parameter values into account. 

• 1t does not locate discrepancies. 

The general idea behind the solutions to these problems wil! be 'iiscussed in the following four 
sections. The actual algorithms and functions wil! be discussed in section 3.2.5. 

3.2.1 Termination 

The fact that the refinement algorithm can terminate withoutconstructinga complete isomorphism 
mapping is a fundamental deficiency. In section (3.1.1) two case; with static partitionings were 
distinguished; a case where any assignment of a pair of unique signatures to vertices in a static cel! 
would yield a correct isomorphism mapping (figure 3.2), and a case where an arbitrary assignment 
could lead to a false negative. This last type of partitioning wiJl he referred to as an ambiguous 
partitioning. 

Backtracking immediately comes to mind as a solution. The procedure would be the following: 
create a search tree. Assign a unique signature to one vertex in a st:ttic cell in the reference graph, 
and let the vertices of the cel! in the test graph be the children of th~~ root vertex of the search tree. 
Assign the same unique signature to one of these children and praeeed with refinement. The next 
time a forced choice has to be made, repeat the same procedure, t 1is time adding the vertices as 
children of the last vertex on the path of the search tree. Once a partitioning is reached with cells 
with unequal numbers of vertices from the two graphs, instead of concluding that the two graphs 
are not isomorphic, start the refinement procedure over again from the initia! partitioning this time 
taking an alternare path in the search tree that has been created. Tbe problem with this approach is 
that it is exponential in the number of times a static partitioning is n~ached. Even if the number of 
ambigumis static partitionings that is reached is very smal!, say one, hut they are foliowed by a large 
number of static partitionings run times become prohibitive. 

Another salution would be toperfarm a depth-first search such as mentioned in the introduction, to 
map the vertices of the static partitioning. After two vertices of a static cell ( one from each graph) 
have been mapped, the refinement algorithm can be used again. TI1e problem with this approach 
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is that the 'depth' of the search may become large because the symrr.etrical sub-graphs may have 
arbitrary si zes, again yielding prohibilive run times. Furthermore this approach has the disadvantage 
of performing unnecessary searches in case the static partitionings are 10t ambiguous. 

Still another, albeit heuristic, approach is the use of vertex invariants o~her than the degree. Various 
different approaches are discussed in references [12] and [2]. 

The tooi Gemini does not use any ofthe approaches mentioned in this section. Rather, it forces unique 
signatures in the manner described insection (3.1.1 ). Thus false negati ves are inherent. Gemini also 
checks in a heuristic fashion whether a static partitioning has been reached. It does this by allowing 
a maximal number of refinement steps without mapping any vertices. Nevertheless it is known to 
perform well for practical circuits. 

This means that circuits which cause ambiguons static partitionings are uncommon. lbis in turn 
seems to imply that for a given circuit the number of ambiguons partitionings is smal! because 
a circuit can be regarded as a concatenation of sub-circuits. One might therefore argue that the 
backtracking approach mentioned at the beginning of this section is fea;ible. The problem with this 
approach, however, lies in the fact that while ambigumtS static partilic•nings are uncommon, static 
partitionings are common in typical circuits with, for instance, parallel paths. If two circuits which 
are to be compared with each other contain discrepancies differences in cell sizes will always occur, 
even if they are not caused by a wrong forced assignment of unique signatures. The backtracking 
procedure will keep traversing the search tree without result. 
We shall, therefore, use an approach very similar to CJCmini. That is we use the metbod which was 
conjured to be correct and force unique signatures as described on page (25) in sec ti on (3.1 .1 ). Th is 
is only done, however, once it has been established (in a detemlinistic nanner) that the partitioning 
has not changed after a refinement step. Strictly speaking this is not the precise procedure that 
will be followed; further on another modification will be discussed concerning parameter values 
(section 3.2.3). 

3.2.2 Component types and terminal classes 

Component types and terminal classes eau easily be incorporated intc the refinement process by 
making use of them in the signaturing timetion as was mentioned in the lntroduction. 

The component types only have to be used when constructing the ini .ial partitioning, i.e. when 
assigning the initial signatures to the components. After this the signatures of the components 
contain the in formation regarding the component types. Th is means tt at the signaturing function 
for the componentsis different from that of the nets. We shall, therefore. use a separate partitioning 
for the components and the nets. A partitioning of components, IIc, is a partitioning li with the 
actdition al property that its vertices are components. Similarly we have a p:rrtitioning of nets IIN Ç II. 
The signaturing function which assigns an initial signature, as in definit1 on (3 .1.8), to a component 
becomes: 
initialSig(c) = type(c) ( 3.2.1) 

The terminal classes which are assigned to the edges need tobetaken into account in every partitioning 
step since the edges themselves are not partitioned, but rather the vertice~ which they connect. Each 
time a new signature is assigned to a vertex (using the cells to which the neighbors belong), the 
terminal class of the edge connecting it to its respective neighbors must also be incorporated. 
Therefore a new signature is a pair consisting of the current cell, and the n·_ulti-set of pairs of terminal 
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classes and the cells of neighboring vertices. In other worcts the si gnaturing function which assigns 
a new signature, as in definition (3.1.15), to the vertices becomes: 
newSig(G, 1T, x)=( cell(1r, x),(l,dy: {x, y} E E(G): ( 3.2.2) 

(te{ x, y}, ce.'l(1r, y)) 

11lis is, however, not the signaturing fmlCtion as it will be used in the algorithm. Further on another 
modif1cation is discussed which is related to error propagation. 

3.2.3 Parameter values 

The primary taskof netlist comparison tooi is to verify whether the structure of netlists is equivalent. 
Additionally it should be verified whether the parameter values of the components that are mapped 
onto each other are equivalent. 
An obvious procedure would be to findan isomorphism first (base<! purely on the topology), and to 
check the parameter values afterwards. 11lis can lead to problenu however. Consicter the simple 
circuit consisting of two parallel resistors, depicted in tigure (3.5). [f parameter val u es arenottaken 
into account during tbe construction of the isomorphism mapping, the top resistor in the reference 
netlist might be mapped onto the bottorn resistor in the netlist aud \lee-versa. 11lis would lead to an 
error report when cbecking the parameter values. Clearly another approach is needed. 

Figure 3.5: Two parallel resistors with different paameter values 

Using tbe parameter values in the signaturing function in the mapping stage, however, might cause 
components not to be mapped because of differences in parameter values. 11lis would prohibit a 
mapping of other components and nets whicb are correct, and therefore seems to be an unviable ap
proach. Furtbermore it is impossible to use the parameter values in tbe signaturing function directly 
because they have tolerances. 

An alternative approach is necessary. We use the refinement algcrithm without taking parameter 
values into account until a static partitioning is reached, as in the example ofthe two parallel resistors. 
At this stage the parameter values co me intoplay; insteadof assigning unique signatures as mentioned 
insection (3.2.1), it is attempted to split a cellof the partitioning using the parameter values. To do 
this two ordered sets, 0 0 and 0 1, wilh the vertices of the respective cel! halvesof a static cell, C, 
are created. Naturally lOoi IOd. The vertices in these sets are sorted according to one of their 
parameter values. Say the parameter with index i (which is initiall~' set to zero). Then the cells are 
split into sub-celis using markers or, more precisely, an ordered set of markers M. 
The positions of these markers are determined by the valnes of parameter i of the components in 
one of tbe sets, namely Oo: the set containing vertices from the reference netlist mo points to 
the first element of 0 0• mj is positioned such that all the components which fall left to it have a 
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parameter value which falls within the toleranee region of the component pointed to by of mi _ 1. 

The component on the marker mi, and all those to the right of it have a parameter with index i 
which does not fall within this toleranee region. Using these markers a sub-partitioning, 1r6 is cre
ated which is the uni on of tl1e sub-celis delimited by the markers. The original een is removed from 
the partitioning 1r c and the new sub-partitioning is added. The previous can be formalized as follows: 

For an ordered set of components 0, an ordered set of markers lvf, a marker index j, and a marker 
parameter index i, the condition wbich must be satisfied can be written as: 
splitP(O,M,j,i) (3.2.3) 
mo OA('v'ck :k E IN A k < mj A Ck E 0 : 

parameter;(ck) ~ parameter;(cm1_ 1 ) + tol(type(q,)) 
)A 
('v'q : k E IN A k 2: mj A ck E 0 : 

parameter Jek) > parameter i( Cm 1_ 1 ) + tol( type( Ck)) 

Th is must hold for all marker indices so tb at the valid set of markersforsome given set of components 
0 0, ordered on parameter witb index i, equals: 
M(O,i) :=x: ('v'j: jE {1,2, ... , lxl}: splitP(O,:x:,j,i)) ( 3.2.4) 

Forsome cell, C, and a set of markers,M ( 0, i), the new sub-partitioning is constructed using: 
11'6(0, i) =(Uj :jE {1,2, ... , IM(O, i) I}: ( 3.2.5) 

((Uk: mj-l ~ k <mi : [Oo]k), (Uk: mi 1 ~ k <mi : [Oi]k)) 
)U 

((Uk: mi ~ k < lOoi : [Oo]k), (Uk: mi ~ k < lOoi : [01]k)) 

Ibe old cell, C, is removed from the partitioning 1rc and replaced by the newly created sub
partitioning: 

1fc:=(1rc\C)u<.(O,i) (3.2.6) 

As an example ofthe previous consicter a cell C ( {a, b, c, d, e}, {u, v, w, x, y}), with the following 
functions which assign values toparameter zero of the components of the respective netlists: 
parameter0 = {(a, 1.1), (b, 1.0), ( c, 5.0), ( d, 9.3), ( e, 9.1 )}, and 
parameter0 = {(u, 8.9), ( v, 5.3), ( w, 8.9), (x, 0.9), (y, 3.0)} 

Furtbermore wedefine a toleranee of 10% for parameter zero. 
The ordered sets, Oo and 01 will then equal: 
Oo (b, a, c, e, d) 
0 1 = (x,y,v,u,w) 
The valid set of markers is then given by: 
M = {0,2,3} 

The resulting sub-partitioning is then given by: 
1r6 { ( { b, a}, {x, y}), ( { c}, { v}), ( { e, d}, {u, w})} 

Note that ultimately an error message should be gi ven si nee tbe value of parameter zero of component 
y (wbich equals 3.0), does not fall witbin tbe 10% toleranee range of parameter zero of either a orb. D 

Once a static parlitioning is reacbed tbe metbod that has just been described is applied to all static 
cetls, and for all parameter indices. The metbod of dealing with parameter values described bere is 
different from that ofGemini [6]. 
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3.2.4 Locating diserepand es 

Besides verifying whether two netlist descriptions are equivalent, locating discrepancies between 
t11e reference and test netlists is an important part of the nellist comparison task. The refinement 
algoritlun that has been discussed terminales as soon as the existence of a discrepancy is detected. 
It was explained on page (28) tl1at merely continuing the refinement process is nota good metl1od 
to map more vertices because discrepancies tend to propagate. A heuristic approach to solving 
this and other problems will be described. lbe basic idea is that of placing stringent demands on 
vertices which are mapped. Instead of immediately mapping vertices that are merobers of a cell 
containing one vertex from each graph, other properties are checked first. If no vertices can be 
matched, the requirements are gradually loosened m1til a pair of vertices is matched. Once this 
happens the requirements for mapping are made strict again. Four beuristics are used. They are 
those of preferably mapping neighbors of vertices that are already mapped, the limitation of error 
propagation by using the concept of 'suspect' and 'bad' vertices, using only unique neighbors in t11e 
signaturing function at a late stage, and trying an as best as possible match after all else fails. The 
details of changing the requirements for mapping, are described in section (3.2.5). 

Neighbors of mapped vertices 

In practical cases where netlists are compared the user usually gives a set of 'user-bindings'. lbis 
is a partial mapping of t11e vertices of the reference netlist onto the test netlist. The user might, for 
example, map the terminals of t11e circuit (such as the inputs, outputs, and power supply). This set 
of mappings should naturally be a subset of the final isomorphism mapping that is constructed by 
the tooi. The partial mapping given by the user serves two purposes; it is an additional constraint 
which should be verified, and it can aid the construction of a mapping in case the two netlists are not 
isomorphic. 
lbe refinement process leads to partitionings with cells with one vertex from each graph. This 
normally implies that the vertices can be mapped onto each ot11er. If, however, the netlists are not 
isomorphic, such a conclusion might be premature. The singleton cells might be caused because the 
partitioning is corrupted by discrepancies. Furtl1ermore they may cause a mapping which later causes 
discrepancies which contradiet witl1 the intuitive interpretation of tl1e user. As a simple example 
consicter the graphs of figure (3.6). Here the vertex marked 'X' has been mapped by the user. lbe 
initia! partîtioning is shown here with the degrees as signatures of the vertices. Il can easily beseen 
that one more partitioning step wil! render the vertices to the left of the vertices with a signature '1' 
unique. Thus they will be mapped onto each other (as shown by the dotled line). Also the vertices to 
the right of the vertices with a signature 'X' wiii be mapped. This means tl1at in the end the middle 
vertex in the top graph is left unmapped. 

x 2 2 2 1 

• • • •• • / 
/ 

./ _ .. 
• J 

• • • • x 2 2 1 

Figure 3.6: Mapping that leads to interpretation difficulties 

Instead, the user might ex peet the rightmost vertex in the top graph to remain unmapped. Since it is 
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an 'extra vertex'. We sec that tb ere are different ways of interpreting the discrepancy. In order to 
be consistent with the intuitive notion of an extra vertex, an alternative approach is necessary. We 
therefore postpone the mapping of vertices wlüch belong to singleton cells. It is first tried i ter at i vel y 
to map neighbors of vertices that are already mapped. Only when it becomes impossible to map 
neigh bors of unique vertices, separate mappings are allowed. U sing this approach, the porti on of the 
netlist that is mapped expands around sections which are reliable. 

Suspect and bad vertices 

After cells containing cell halves with unequal sizes are deteeted, the mapping process must continue, 
yet in such a manner that error propagation is limited. In order to do this we make use of the notions 
of suspect and bad vertices. These concepts are introduced bere. 

Vertices of a netlist, G, are qualified as suspect if tbey are the member of a cell half which differs in 
size from the corresponding cell half of the vertices of H, with the constraint that the corresponding 
cell half of H is not an empty set. We shall call a cell with suspect vertices a suspect cell. Vertices of 
a netlist, G, are qualified as bad if they are the member of a cell half which has a corresponding cell 
half of the vertices of H which is empty. A cell with bad vertices will be referred to as a bad cell. 

As an example consicter the following cell: C ( {a}, { :r, y}). The vertices a, J;, and y are qualilled 
as suspect. Consicter the cell C = ( 0, { b, c}). The vertices b and c are qualified as bad. 

The function which constrocts the partial mapping, map, is altered such that after each partitioning 
step, the suspect and bad cells are detected. 111eir members are placed in the sets of suspect and bad 
vertices for each netlist These are referred to as S and B respectively. As will be shown in the 
following paragraphs, the members of these sets are treated in a special manner. 

It is important to note that the qualifiers say sarnething about the vertices at a certain instanee during 
the dynamic refinement process. If a vertex is qualified as suspect or bad at some instance, this does 
not mean that it will not be mapped eventually. Why wil! become apparent further on. Eventually, 
after no more progresscan be made with the refinement process (i.e. a static partitioning is reached ), 
the vertices in these sets will be assigned their initia/ signature so lhat the refinement starts over 
again Iocally. Wh en this happens many ofthe vertices that became suspect or bad initially because of 
discrepancies at some dîstance, d, will not become suspeet or bad again because they become unique 
within fewer than d refinement steps. This can happen beeause reliable vertices in their vicinity 
might have been refined in a proper marmer. 

First we shall consicter bad vertices. The propagation of errors can be restricted by not including 
bad neighbors in the signaturing function. That is when constructing signatures for the vertices, the 
cells of the bad neighbors are not included in the multi-set. Using a bad neighbor when construcling 
the signature forsome vertex, x, in some cel! half, C0 , would also cause x to become bad because 
none of the vertices in C1 have a neighbor with the same signature. Therefore the following function 
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is used for assigning new signatures to vertices. It is a modified version of the function defined by 
equation (3.2.2): 

newSig( G, 1r, x) =(cel/( 1r, x ),(!Jll : { J:, y} E E(G) 1\ y tf_ B( G) : ( 3.2.7) 
(te{ x, y}, cell(1r, y)) 

In order to keep the mapping reliable, vertices that have only one non bad neighborare only allowed 
to match if this neighboris unique. Finally, the bad vertices are excluded from the refinemem process 
since there is no point in assigning new signatures to them. How tllis will be done will become 
apparentinsection (3.2.5). 

The suspect vertices arealso excluded from the refinement process, although not immediately. The 
reason that the suspect vertices should not be refined any further is that they are nol reliable. It is not 
desired to map them accidentally as might happen if continued refinement would lead to singleton 
sub-cells. The problem with the concept of suspect vertices is that a suspect cell may also contain 
vertices that are at a large distance from any discrepancies. Consicter as an example the graphs of 
figure (3.7). Here components are represented by open circles, with their types represented by the 
letters A,B, and C. After the initia! partitioning step is made, all the nets have become suspect. Even 
those in the bottorn hand corner of the graphs. If the suspect cells are nor refined at all, none of the 
nets can be matched. This is a common problem since in practical circuits large numbers of nets 
have the same degree. To overcome this problem, the suspect cells are allowed a smalt number of 
refinement steps ( one or two ). This locallzes the suspect vertices, yet prevents un wanted matches. 
Allowing one refinement step solves the problem in this example; the nets at the bottorn right hand 
side of the graphs (with an initia! signature of '2') will then be mapped. 

2 B 2 B 2 

B B 

2 c 2 2 c 2 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7: 1\vo graphs with a discrepancy 

As will be shown in section (3.2.5) the number of times that suspect vertices are allowed to take 
place in the refinement processis initially set to zero. Once the refinement process cannot proceed, 
more refinement steps are allowed for tlle suspect vertices. The maximum mimber of steps allowed 
can be given by the user, with a default value of one. 
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Disregard vertex degree 

lmagine that a component is missing from the test circuit, or that it has been conneered to the 
wrong nets. This would mean that the net could never be matched (because its initia! signature 
does not match that of the corresponding net in the reference netlist) thereby possibly prevenring 
neighboring components from matching. If, however, the net has some neighboring components that 
are matched the problem can be solved. The solution lies in assigning alternative initia! signatures 
to the unmatched nets that arebasedon the unique neighboring components insteadof the degree of 
the net itself. This is done only when no more components or netscan be matched. 
Thus we have an alternative signaturing function: 
altinitialSig(G, 1rc, n) = (Uc: (n, c) E E(G) 1\ c E U(G): (tc((n, c)), cell(1rc, c))) ( 3.2.8) 
Gemini follows the same procedure. 

Try best match 

Here we introduce the last method used to map vertices in the case of non-isomorphic graphs. lt 
is a very rough approach that is used only when all else fails. lt maps vertices that are inherently 
different, because they have different properties or different neighbors, onto each other. An example 
of this are nets with differing degrees that could not be mapped with the method described in the 
previous paragraph. The reason that it is attempted to map these vertices, which might very well be 
the cause of discrepancies, anyway is that it can make it easier for the user to find discrepancies. 

The approach that is used to map remaining vertices is the following: Find a vertex, x, in netlist G 
that has the largest number of unique neighbors. At least one unique neighboris required. Otherwise 
the netlist comparison terminates. Next, construct the multiset of images, M, in H of the unique 
neighbors of x. Fr om this set M select the vertex, y, that has the largest number of accurences 
(multiplicity) in M. Finally, map x onto y. 
This can be formalized as follows: 

Fora given graph G, and sets of suspect and bad vertices, S( G) and B( H), the vertex, x is given by: 
x:= x: x E (S(G) U B(G))A(Vx' :x' E (S(G) U B(G)): ( 3.2.9) 

I(Uz: {x,z} E E(G): zE U(G))I ~ 
I(Uz: {x',z} E E(G): zE U(G))I 

)A 
(:Jz: {x,z} E E(G): zE U(G)) 

The multiset of images for two given graphs G and H, and a vertex x is given by: 
M(G,H,x):= (3.2.10) 
(\:!_v, v': v E U(G) 1\ {x, v} E E(G) 1\ v' E (S(H) U B(H)) 1\ (v', f(v)) E E(H): v') 
Finally the vertex in graph H that is selected for mapping is given by: 
y := y: y E M 1\ (Vy': y' E M: f-ly(M) ~ f-ly'(M)) ( 3.2.11) 
If the set M is empty, the requirement for the number of unique neighbors is lowered down to 

a minimum of one. If it becomes impossible to create such a set, the netlist comparison process 
terminates. 
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3.2.5 Functions and algorithms 

This section describes how the data structures, functions, and concepts that have been explained 
so far are applied to form a complete netlist comparison program. 'Ine transformation described 
in chapter two is not considered here since an algorithm for the construction of such a mapping 
is fairly trivia! and more of an implementation issue. Thus, the program described here compares 
two netlists of type N et/ist. The algorithm tri es to create an as accurate isomorphism mapping as 
possible. After such a mapping bas been constructed it is verified whether the mapping is indeed an 
isomorphism mapping. At this stage discrepancies are reported. We sh.all use a top-down approach 
when discussing the 'low level' functions. The remainder of the code will be discussed bottom-up. 
The 'low level' functions perfarm the mapping forsome given set of requirements. At a higher level 
these requirements are altered. 

As mentioned in sec ti on (3.2.4) the vertices ofthe graphs can be classified as suspect, bad and unique. 
All the remaining vertices wil! be referred to as pending. We can formalize this as follows: 

Definition 3.2.1 (Augmented netlist for comparison) 
An augmented netlist for comparison, Netlist+ is a netlist, G ( C, N, name, te, Nx, P, S, U), 
where: 

• C is a set of components as in definitions (2.2.1) and (2. 1.6). 

• Nis a set of nets as in definitions (2.2.1) and (2.1.6). 

• te is a terminal class function as in definition (2.2.1). 

• Nx is a set of 'next evaluate' vertices. 

• P is a set of pending vertices. 

• Sis a set of suspect vertices. See section (3.2.4 ). 

• B is a set of bad vertices. See section (3.2.4 ). 

• U is a set of unique vertices. See section (3.2.4 ). 

• CUN=PUSUBUU 

• P n (SuB U U) 0. 

For convenience we shall use V to denote the union of C and N. D 
All of the items of the definition given herehave been introduced so far, except for the set of 'next 
evaluate' vertices. This set denotes the vertices that are used in the next refinement step. Initially all 
vertices are a member of this set. As mentioned, ho wever, bad cells are not refined and suspect cells 
are only refined a limited a number of times. Thus the members of these sets must be removed form 
the set N x at some stage. Furthermore static cells can, under certain circumstances, be removed 
from thesetof vertices which are refined. Th is improves the efficiency of the program considerably. 
'Ine function update updates the set Nx and is described further on. In the following, for the sake of 
readability, we sh.all refer toa N etlist+ simply as a N etlist. 

The requirements, or conditions, which are necessary (but not suffi.cient) for the matching of vertices 
onto each other are given by a global variabie matehChar of type AfatehChar. The state of this 
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variabie also delermines the number of times suspect cells are refined and whether it is attempted to 
split static component partitionings using the parameter val u es of their components. 

Definition 3.2.2 (Match characteristics) 
The match characteristics are denoted by a triple: 
AfatchChar (snspectTime, splitMode, uniqueRequired), where: 

0 

• suspectTime is a counter which indicates how rnany passes a suspect vertex remains in the 
Nx set before it is removed from the Nx set. 1t is initially set to zero and gradually increased 
to a maximum value set by the user: 
suspectTime : IN 

• splitl'vf ode A ftag which indicates whether it wil! be attempted to split static component cells 
using the values of the member components. It is initially false. splitMode : bool 

• unique Required is a ftag which indicates whether a vertex necds unique neighbors in order to 
be matched: 
uniqeRequired : bool 

Notation 

In the previous, the two graphs or netlists which where compared with each other were denoted by 
G and H. Here we shall use a different notation. The reference and test graphs are referred to as Go 
and G 1 respecti vely. Th is allows us toperfarm an inversion on the graph index (the inverse of 0 is 
defined to be 1 bere). 

Forsome set of vertices S, Sc denotes the subset of component vertices and SN denotes the subset 
of net vertices. The inverse of the type component is defined to be the type net, i.e. Sc = SN. 

Nx is used to denote the union of Nxo and Nx,. 

We shall use f to denote the mapping of the vertices (both the nets and the components). 

Global variables 

The set of variables given here partially describe that state of the netlist camparisou process. They 
are made global sirree they say something about both the reference and test graphs. Furtl1ermore 
they are used at all levels. An alternative approach would be to pass them as arguments for a large 
number of function calls thereby sacrificing readability: 

1. f: V(Go) ,_... V(Gi). The 'isomorphism' function which is constructed. 

2. 1rc : Ilc The partitioning of the sets of components. Sec section (3.2.2). 

3. 1r(; : Ilc A variabie to check whether the component partitioninghas changed. 

4. 1TN : IIN The partitioning of the sets of the nets. See sectio u (3.2.2). 

5. 1r'N : IIN A variabie to check whether the net partitioning bas changed. 
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6. splitEffect : bool A fiag which indicates whether it may be possible to split cells of a static 
partitioning by using the parameter values of the components. Once it is set to false it will 
not be attempted to split the cells of a static partitioning on the values of the parameters of its 
components. 

7. pass Type : {net, component} Since we are dealing with bi-partite graphs, the nets and 
componentscan be refined in an alternating fashion. 

8. matchChar: MatchChar The characteristics used in the low level refinement as in definition 
(3.2.2). 

9. userSupectTime :IN The maximum number of times that suspect vertices may be refined in 
the program. suspect Time( matchChar) is never larger than this value. 

10. mode : { deterministic, he u ristic} If the mode is set to deterministic, the program wil! not 
force vertices to match in the manner described in section (3.2.1 ). Th is wil! in most cases 
only yield a partial partitioning. For certain applications, however, this is desired in order to 
be sure that no invalid mappings are made. An example of such an application is the mixed 
verification of structure and functionality used to verify sequentia! logic as mentioned in the 
introduction. 

Partitioning and mapping 

This section considers the partitioning and mapping functions. They operate under a given set of 
matching requirements (determined by matchChar ). The state of this variabie is changed by the 
procedures which are described in the next section. The procedures described bere are similar to 
those described in section 3.1.2. 

The partitioning and mapping functions that have been considered so far took into account all the 
vertices in the reference and test graphs, except for those which were unique. Here a slightly different 
approach is used. The functions which are defined bere only modify the signatures of the vertices 
that are members of the set of 'next evaluate' vertices, Nx. This allows us to stop refining suspect 
partitionings, for example. 

The function partition0 , partitions the vertices in Nx on their initia! properties. Vertices which are 
not in Nx areleftin their respective cells. Using this approach the vertices of suspect and bad cells 
can be assigned to their initia! partitioning at some stage. 

partition0(Go, G1, 1r) =(Ux :x E (Nx(Go) U Nx(Gi)): ( 3.2.12) 
(initia/Cel/Half( Go, x), intia/Cel/Half(Gi, x)) 

)U 
(Ux: x E (V(Go) U V(G1)) 1\ x'/:. (Nx(Go) U Nx(G1)): 

cell(1r,x) 

initia/Cel/Half(G, x)= (Uy: y E Nx(G): initialSig(x) = initia/Sig(y)) ( 3.2.13) 

The function partition1 partitions all the vertices of Nx of type t, i.e. vertices of Nxt using a 'new 
signature' function. The vertices which are not in Nx areleftin their respective cells. 
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partitiont(Go, G1, 1r) =(Ux :x E (Nx 1(Go) U Nx1(Gi)): 
(newCellHalf(Go, 1r, x), newCellHalf(Gt, 1r, x)) 

)u 
(Ux: x E (t(Go) U t(Gt)) 1\ x (j: (Nx(Go) U Nx(G 1)): 

cell1( 1r, x) 

(3.2.14) 

newCellHalf(G, 1r, x)= (Uy: y E Nx(G): newSig(G, 1r, x) newSig(G, 1r, y)) ( 3.2.15) 
The function altPartitionN partUions the vertices on an alternative initia! signature (disregarding 
the vertex degree and looking at unique neighbor components ), as discussed on page ( 40). 
altPartitionoN(Go, Gt, 1r) =(Ux :x (NxN(Go) U NxN(Gi)): 

3.2.16) 

(altCellHalf(Go, 1rc, x), altCel/Half(GJ, 1rc, x)) 
)U 
(Ux: x E (N(Go) U N(Gt)) 1\ x (j: (Nx(Go) U Nx(Gt)): 

cell( 7TN, x) 

altCel/Half( G, 1rc, x) = (Uy :y E NxN( G) : ( 3.2.17) 
altlnitia/Sig(G, 1rc, x)= altlnitialSig(G, 1rc, y)) 

The procedure re fine forms themainloop of the matching process. It is similar toprogram (3.1.17). 
The main difference is that the nets and components are refined in an alternating fashion. 

proc refine=(l[ 

o. 1r!v 0; 
l. 0; 
2. do ((passType =net) 1\ (1rc ::f 1rè))V 
3. ((passType =component) 1\ (1rN ::f 1rf.,r))-----. 
4. if passType = net := 7TN; 
5. 7TN := partilion N( Go, , 1r ); 
6. 

7. 

&. 

9. 
JO. 

11. 

12. 

13. od 

IJ 
) 

mapN; 
passType := component 

0 passType - component -+7Tè := 1rc; 

fi; 

1rc := partitionc(Go,Gt,7r); 
rnapc; 
passType := net 

( 3.2.18) 

The tunetion rnapt has a structure similar to that of program (3.1.11 ). There are a few major 
differences though. Insteadof iterating over cells, we iterate over vertices. This has the same effect, 
because for each vertex, its een is taken. The reason that we do this is because we want to iterate 
only over the vertices of Nx. 
Insteadof immediately mapping vertices inline (3), the procedure checkA ndM atch is called. Th is is 
done to prevent the vertices which do not satisfy the requirements as specified by matchChar from 
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matching. 
Note that vertices are qualified as either pending, suspect, or bad. Vertices which become unique are 
qualified as such by the procedure checkAndMatcii. 
Two loops are made to prevent from mapping vertices twice. Finally, map makes a call to update 1 

which updates the set N x, by performing tasks such as the removal of bad vertices form N x. The 
tunetion returns true iff vertices have been mapped. 

bool func map1 =(![var x: V, Ut : setOf(V)I (3.2.19) 

o. Ut := Ut(Go) 
1. for x: x E Nxt(Go)-+ 
2. if ([[cell(1r, x)]ol= l[ce/l(7r,x)]d) !\ (l[cell(1r, x)]ol = 1)-+ 
3. checkAndMatch(Go, G1, x, y: y E [ce/l(1r, x)).-) 
4. 0 (l[cell(7r, ~:)Jol= l[cell(1r, x)]d) !\ (![cell(1r, x)]ol :f. 1)-+ 
5. P(Go):=P(Go)U{x} 
6. 0 (l[cell(1r, x))ol :f.l[cell(1r, x))tl) !\ ([cell(1r, x))! :f. 0)---. 
7. S(Go) := S(Go) U {x} 
8. 0 (l[cell(7r,x)]ol :f.l[cell(7r,x)]JI) /\([cell(7r,x))! = 0)---+ 
9. B(Go) := B(Go) U {x} 
10. rof; 
11. for x: x E Nxt(Gj)-+ 
12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. rof; 
21. updatet(Go); 
22. updatet(Gi); 

if (l[cell(7r, x)]II = j[cell(1r, x)]oi) !\ (l[cell(1r, x)hl = 1)-+ 
skip 

0 (j(cell(1r, x)Jd = l[cell(1r, x)]ol) !\ (![cell(1r, x)]!! :f. 1)-+ 
P(Gt) := P(G 1) U {x} 

0 (I [cel/( 1r, x)] d :f. I [cel!( 1r, x) ]o I) !\ ( [ cell( 1r, x) ]o :f. 0) ---+ 

S(Gt) := S(G!) u {x} 
0 ([[cell(1r, x)Jd :f. ![cell(1r, x)]ol) !\ ([cell(1r, x)]o = 0)-+ 

B(G!) := B(Gl) U {x} 

23. return Ut :f. Ut(Go) 

IJ 
) 
The procedure checkAndM at eh maps the vertices passed as arguments ifthey satisfy therequirements 
as specified by matchChar. Furthermore it makes vertices with a bad neighborhood (see definition 
(3.2.21)) bad. This prevents unreliable mappings. Note that if the procedure succeeds in mapping 
vertices, the match characteristics are reset to the most stringent value. lhe higher level functions 
described in the next section make the requirements less strict if it becomes impossible to map 
vertices. 
In order to define a bad neighborhood, we use the notion of a neighbor set. The neighbor set of a 
vertex x, is simply thesetof vertices adjacent to x: 

neighborSet(x) = (Uy: {x, y} E (E(Go) U E(G!)): y) ( 3.2.20) 

A neighborhood of a vertex x, is considered bad if x has neighbors, and none of them are unique and 
x does nothave at least two non bad neighbor vertices: 
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badNeighborhood(x) :=(3y: y E neighborSet(x): y E (B(Go) U B(G1) )A ( 3.2.21) 
-.(3y: y E neigltborSet(x): y E (U( Go) U U(G,)) )A 
I(Uy: y E neighborSet(x) A y f/. (B(Go) U B(G,)): y)l < 2 

proc checkAndM atch=(l :r:, l y: VI ( 3.2.22) 
I[ 

o. if badNeigborhood(x)VbadNeighborhood(y)-
1. B(Go) B(Go)Ux; 
2. B(Gt) B(GJ)Uy 
3. 0 •( badNeigborhood(x) V badNeighborhood(y))--+ 
4. if -.uniqueRequzred( matchChar)V has UniqueN eigh bor( x) --+ 
5. f(x) := y; 
6. U(Go) := U(Go) U {x}; 
7. U(Gl) U(GJ) u {y}; 
8. matchChar := (0, false, true) 
9. 0 uniq1teRequired( rnatchChar) A -.has UniqueN eighbor( x) --+ 

10. skip 
11. fi 
12. fi 

IJ 
) 
The procedure updatet updates thesetof 'next evaluate vertices', Nx. As mentioned only vertices 
which are a member of Nx are reflned. Bad vertices are removed immediately from Nx. Suspect 
vertices are removed if the number of times that they have been reflned, and stayed suspeet ( denoted 
by time(x )) becomes larger than, or equal toa maximum specifled by matchChar. 

If none of the cells of the neighbors of the vertices of a cell, C, are partitioned duringa reflnement 
step, the cell C will not be refined in a next refinement step beeause the cells of the neighboring 
vertices are used to partirion C. Since we refine in an altcrnating fashion (nets/componcnts), this 
implies that the vertices which are member of a cel!, C, which has been partitioned during the last 
refinement step can be removed from N x. If, however, a ccll is partitioned, all the cells of neighboring 
vertices must be inserted in Nx again for refinement. Removing temporarily static cell from Nx bas 
tbe advantage of reducing run times considerably. A similar procedure is applied in [3]. 

1t is important to set ïT* equal to ïT before it is attempted to change a partitioning in order to recognize 
changes with the function updatet. In the actual implementation, a different mechanism is used to 
monitor cell changes. 

proc updatet=( l G: Netlistl ( 3.2.23) 

I[ 

o. forx:xENxt(G)--+ 
1. if xE P( G) ___, 
2. if cell( ïTt, x) =fcell( ïT;, 

3. Nxt; U (U:~::': ({x,x'} E E{G)) A x' E P(G): x') 
4. 0 cell(ïrt,x) = cell(ïr;,x) 
s. Nxt(G) Nxt(G) \{x} 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. rof 

IJ 
) 

fi 
D x E S(G)-+ 

if time(x) 2: suspectTime(matchChar) ___, 
Nxt(G) := Nxt(G) \{x} 

0 time(x) < suspectTime(matchChar) ___, 
skip 

D x E B(G) ___, 
Nxt(G) := Nxt(G) \{x} 

D x E U(G) ___, 
Nxt(G) := Nxt(G) \{x}; 
Nxt := NxtU (Ux': ({x, x'} E E(G)) 1\ (x' E P(G)): x') 

fi 

Variation of match charaderistics 
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The previous section described the refinement and mapping functions. The mapping functions were 
used to construct a mapping for given requirements. Purthermare suspect and bad cells were removed 
form the set Nx. This section describes the way matchChar is altered, and the way suspect and bad 
vertices are handled. 

A set of procedures, each of which varies a particular attribute of matchChar, is introduced bottom
up. These functions all have the prefix 'var'. Furthermore, the auxillary functions and procedures 
splitOnParameter, forceM atch, and match WithBestNeighbors are introduced. 

We use the predieare allA reM atched to determine whether the mapping process is complete. 
allA reM atched is true iff all the vertices of one of the netlists are matched. 
allAreMatched = U(Go) = V(Go) V U(Gi) = V(G!) ( 3.2.24) 

The procedure varSuspect varies the number of times that suspect vertices may be refined befare they 
are removed from the set Nx. First a call to re fine is made. Once it becomes impossible for re fine to 
map anymore vertices, it returns. Suspect and bad vertices are re-assigned their initia! signatures and 
inserted in the set Nx in lines (7-14). If splitMode( matchChar) is true and ifsplittinghas any effect, 
the cells are split on the parameter values of the member components. splitM ode( matchChar) is 
only set to true once it becomes impossible to map any more vertices without doing so. 

proc varSuspect=(J[var temp 0 , temp 1 : setüf(V), loop : boolJ ( 3.2.25) 

o. loop := true ; 
1. suspect Time( matchChar) := 0; 
2. do loop-+ 
3. re fine; 
4. if allAreMatched ___, loop :=fa/se 
5. 0 -,allAreMatched(Go, G1) ___, 
6. 1r* := n; 
7. temp0 := Nxo; 
8. temp 1 := Nx1; 
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9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 
18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. fi 
28. od 

IJ 
) 

Construction of an isomorphism mapping 

Nxo := S(Go) U B(Go); 
Nxt := S(GI) U B(Go); 
S(Go) := 0;B(Go) := 0;S(G!) := 0;B(Gl) := 0; 
1r := partitzon0 ( Go, Gt, 1r ); 

Nx 0 := Nxo U temp0 ; 

Nxt := Nxt U temp 1; 

suspectTime(matchChar) = suspectTime(matchChar) + 1; 
if suspect Time( matchChar) > userSuspectTime --+ loop :=fa/se 
D suspect Time( matchChar) :::; userSuspectTime --+ 

fi 

mapc; 
mapN; 
if splitM ode( matchChar) A splitEffect --+ 

Nx(Go) := Nx(Go) U P(Go); 
Nx(Gt) := Nx(Gt) U P(Gt); 
splitEffect = splitOnParameter() 

0 ...,splitMode(matchChar) V ...,splitEffect--+ skip 
fi 

The procedure varUnique first tries to use varSuspect to map only vertices neighboring unique 
vertices. Once no more vertices can be mapped, the requirement of unique neighbors is dropped. 

proc varUnique=(l[var loop : booll 

0. loop := true; 
1. uniqueRequired( matchChar) := true 
2. do loop-+ 
3. varSuspect; 
4. if allAreMatchedV...,uniqueRequired(matchChar)--+ 
5. loop := false 
6. D ...,(allA reM atched V ...,uniqueRequired( matchChar)) --+ 

7. uniqueRequired(rnatchChar) := false 
8. fi 
9. od 

IJ 
) 

( 3.2.26) 

The procedure varSplit first tries to map vertices using varUnique without using parameter values 
to split cells. Once a static partitioning is reached, the pending vertex are inserted in Nx , and it is 
attempted to partition static cells using splitOnPararneter. 

proc varSplit=(l[loop : booll ( 3.2.27) 

0. loop := true ; 
1. splitMode(matchChar) := false; 
2. do loopA-,allAreMatched--+ 
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12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. od 

IJ 
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varUnique; 
if splitMode(matchChar) loop:= false 
0 -.splitJfode(matchChar)--+ 

fi 

splitM ode( matchChar) := true; 
if splitEffect--+ 

Nx(Go) := Nx(Go) U P(Go); 
Nx(Gt) := Nx(Gt) u P(Gt): 
splitEffect := splitOnPm·ameter(Go, Gt, 1!'0 ); 

if -.splitEffect --+ loop := false; 
0 splitEffect ___,. skip 
fi 

0 -.splitEffect loop := false 
fi 
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The auxillary function splitOnParameter is used to partilion static cells on parameter values of the 
componentsas described on page (35). The sets Doneo and Done 1 are used to keep track ofthe cells 
that have been considered in the for loop. The function returns truc iff a partitîoning has taken place. 

bool func splitOnParameter ==(I[Doneo, Done1 : setüf(C), partitioned: booll ( 3.2.28) 

0. partitioned := false; 
1. Doneo := 0; 
2. Done1 := 0; 
3. for i :iE {0, 1, ... , 'The maximum parameter index over all components'} ___,. 
4. 1!'* 1!'; 

s. for c :c E Nxc(Go) ___,. 
6. if j[cell(1l', c)]ol= l[cell(1!', c)]d 1\ l[cell(1r, c)]ol > 1/\ jparameters(type(c))l >i---. 
7. 0 cell(1r, c); 
8. Doneo := Doneo U [O]o; 
9. Done1 := Done1 U [O]t; 
10. Nx(Go) Nx(Go) \ [O]o; 
11. Nx(Gt) := Nx(Gt) \ [O]I; 
12. 1rc ('1rc \ 0) U 1r~(O, i) { assignment (3.2.6)} 
13. 0 -.( J[cell(1l',c)]ol= l[cell(1r,c)]d 1\ l[cd/(11',c)]ol > 1/\ jparameters(type(c))l >i)--+ 
14. skip 
15. fi 
16. rof; 
17. Nx(Go) := Nx(Go) U Doneo; 
18. Nx(Gt) := Nx(Gt) U Done1; 
19. if 1!'* i- 1!' ........ 

20. partitioned := true; 
21. rrwpc; 
22. passType := net 
23. 0 1r* 1!' --+ skip 
24. fi 
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25. rof; 
26. return paditioned 

IJ 
) 
The procedure varForce tries to construct an isomorphism mapping by calling varSplit. lf this 
is impossible, and the program is not running in deterministic mode, vertices are forced to match 
using forceMatch. lt is first attempted to force neighbors of unique vertices. lf no static cells have 
neighbors that are unique, it is attempted to force a match without the requirement ofunique neighbors. 

proc varForce=(i[var loop, success : booll 

0. loop true ; 
1. do loop A •allAreMatched-+ 
2. varSplit; 
3. if mode =-.deterministic -+ 

4. uniqueRequired( matchChar) := true; 
5. Nx(Go) Nx(Go) u P(Go); 
6. Nx(G1) N2:(Gt) u P(GJ); 
7. success forceMatch; 
8. if •SUCCE88-+ 

9. 11niqueRequired( matchChar) := false; 
10. loop.~ forceMatch 
11. 0 sucess skip 
12. 0 mode = determinisüc loop := false 
13. fi 
14. od 

IJ 
) 
The function jo1·ceM atch uses two predicates toselect vertices for mapping: 

( 3.2.29) 

P Pair Ut (x, y) is true iff x and y can be mapped onto each other. It requires that (1) x and y are 
members of a cel! with halves of equal size and (2) both x and y have unique neighbors. The fact 
that x and y have unique neighbors imples that neither x nor y has a bad neighborhood. 
PPairUt(x, y) = (3c: c E 11't A l[c]ol l[c)J I: ( 3.2.30) 

x E [c)o A y E [c)I)A 
:x' E neighborSet(x): x' E U(Go) )A 
: y1 E neighborSet(y): y' E U(GJ)) 

PPairt(x, y) is similair to PPairUt(x, y). Instead of requiring unique neighbors, a less strict 
demand is placed: Neither of x nor y may have a bad neighborhood. 
PPairt(x, y) (3c: c E 11't A l[c]ol l[c]II: ( 3.2.31) 

x E [c)o A y E [c]1) A ·badNeighbor-lwod(x) A ·badNeighborhood(y) 

The function forceMatch tries two force two verticesfora given matchChar. 1t attempts to map 
vertices forma cell with a minimal size. 11Je function returns truc iff vertices have been mapped. 

bool funcf01·ceilfatch =(![var x, y: V, c: Cell, U*: setüf(V)I ( 3.2.32) 
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o. U* U(Go); 
I. ?r* := ?r; 

2. if uniqueRequired(matchChar) 
3. (x,y) := (x,y): PPairUN(:l:,y)A(Vx',y': PPairUN(x',y'): cel/(?r,x1

) 2: cell(?r,x)) 
4. 0 -.uniqueRequired ( matchChar) ---+ 

5. (x, y) :=(x, y): PPair·N(X, y) A (V x', y': PPairN(:r 1
, y'): cell(1r, x') 2: cell('ïr, x)) 

6. fi 
7. if (x , y) :f. 0 ---+ 

8. c:=ctll(?r,x); 
9. checkAndlvfatch(x, y); 
10. {x E U(Go) A y E U(G1)} 
11. 7rN (7rN\c)U([c)o\x,[c]!\y)U({x},{y}); 
12. Nx(Go) := Nx(Go) U [c]o: 
13. Nx(Ch) := Nx(Gl) U [c]l; 
14. updateN; 
15. passType component 
16. Q(x,y) 0 
17. if uniqueRequired( matchChar)-
18. (x,y) := (x,y): PPairUc(x,y)/\(Vx',y': PPairUc(x',y'): cell(1r,x') 2: cell(1r,X)) 
19. 0 -.uniqueRequired ( matchChar) 
20. (x, y) :=(x, y): PPairc(x, y) /\ (Vx', y': PPairc(x', y'): cell(1r, x') 2: cell(1r, x)) 
21. fi 
22. if (x, y) :f. 0 
23. c cell(1r,x); 
24. checkAndMatch(x, y); 
25. {x E U(Go) /\ y E U(G1)}; 
26. 1rc := (1rc \ c) U ([c]o \x, [eh\ y) U ({x}, {y}); 
27. Nx(Go) := Nx(Go) U [c)o; 
28. Nx(G!) Nx(Gi) U [c]l; 
29. updatec; 
30. passType := net 
31. 0 y) = 0 ---+ skip 
32. fi 
33. fi; 
34. return U* :f. U(Go) 

I] 
) 
The procedure varlnitial maps vertices using varForce. If no more vertices can be matched, it 
is attempted to match more vertices by assigning new initia! signatures to the nets as desribed on 
page (40). 
proc var!nitial=(l[var loop, success, stopNextTime: booll . ( 3.2.33) 

o. loop, success : bool 
1. loop true ; 
2. stopNextTime := false 
3. do loop-+ 
4. varForce; 
5. if -.allAreMatched---+ 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

1!". := 7r; 

1rN := altPartitionoN(Co, Ct, 1r); 
passType :=component; 
success := map N; 
if •success-+ 

sucess := forceM atch; 
if •sucess-+ 

13. if stopNextTime-+ loop := false 
14. 

15. 

0 •stopNextTime-+ stopNextTime := true 
fi 

16. 

17. 

0 sucess -+ skip 
fi 

18. 

19. 

0 sucess -+ skip 
fi 

20. 

21. 

22. 

IJ 
) 

od 

0 allA reM atched -+ loop := false 
fi 

Try best match 

Wh en all el se fails, the metbod desribed on page ( 40) is used to map remaining vertices. 

prae varBest=(l[var loop: booll 

o. loop := true ; 
1. do loopl\•allAreMatched-+ 
2. var!nitial; 
3. suspectTime(matchChar) := 0; 
4. 1rê := 1rc; 
5. 1rc := partitionc(Co, Ct, 1r); 
6. mapc; 
7. 1rN := 1rN; 
8. 1l"N := partitionN(Co, Ct, 1r); 
9. mapN; 
10. loop:= match WithBestNeighbors; 
11. od 

IJ 
) 
hooi func match WithBestNeighbors =(l[var x, y: V, i V: setüf(V), 
U* : setüf(V), loop: booll 

0. 7r* := 7r; 

1. U* := U(Co); 
2. iV := 0; { Impossible vertices } 
3. loop := true; 

( 3.2.34) 

( 3.2.35) 
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4. for loop --+ 
5. x :=x: x E(SN(Go) U BN(Go)) \i V A (Vx': x' E (SN( Go) U BN(Go)) \i V: 
6. I(Uz: {x, z} E E(Go): zE U(G))I ~ 
7. I(Uz: {x',z} E E(Go): zE U(G))I 
8. )A 
9. (:lz: {x,z} E E(Go): zE U(G)) { seedefinition(3.2.9)} 
10. if x= 0--+ 
11. loop :=fa/se 
12. 0 x ::j:. 0--+ 
13. M(G,H,x) := 
14. (\:!v, v' : v E U ( G) A {x, v} E E( G) A v' E ( S( H) U B( H)) A ( v', f(v)) E E( H) : v'); 

{ see definition (3.2.10)} 
15. if M = 0--+ 
16. impossible V := impossible V U {x} 
17. 0 M ::j:. 0--+ 
18. y := y: y E MA (Vy': y' E M: J-Ly(M) ~ lly'(M) ); { see definition (3.2.11)} 
19. [cell(1r,x)]o := [cell(7r,x)]o \{x}; 
20. [cel/(1r, y)]t := [cell(1r, y)]o \ {y}; 
21. 7rN:=7rNU({x},{y}); 
22. Nx(Go) := Nx(Go) U {x}; 
23. Nx(G 1) := Nx(Gt) U {y}; 
24. mapN; 
25. passType := component; 
26. loop := Jalse 
27. fi 
28. fi 
29. rof; 
30. if U* ::j:. U(Go)--+ 
31. skip 
32. OU*=U(Go)-+ 
33. loop := true ; 
34. for loop --+ 
35. x:= x: x E (Sc(Go) U Be( Go))\ iV A (Vx': x' E (Sc(Go) U Be( Go))\ i V: 
36. I(Uz: {x, z} E E(Go): zE U(G))I ~ 
37. I(Uz: {x',z} E E(Go): zE U(G))I 
38. )A 
39. (:Jz: {x,z} E E(Go): zE U(G)) { seedefinition(3.2.9)} 
40. if x= 0--+ 
41. loop :=fa/se 
42. 0 x ::j:. 0--+ 
43. M(G, H, x):= 
44. (\:!v, v' : v E U ( G) A {x, v} E E( G) A v' E (S( H) U B( H)) A ( v', f( v)) E E( H) A type( x) = type( v') : v'); 

{ see definition (3.2.10)} 
45. ifM=0-+ 
46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

impossible V := impossible V U {x} 
OM::f0--

y := y: y E 1vf A (Vy': y' E M: p,y(M) ~ lly'(M) ); { see definition(3.2.11)} 
[cel/(7r,x)]o := [cel/(7r,x)]o \{x}; 
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50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 
55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

[cell('IT', y)]J [ce/1('11', y)]o \ {y}; 

fi 
fi 

rof 
60. fi; 
61. return U* i- U 

IJ 
) 

Error reportiug 

'IT'C :='IT'cU({x},{y}); 
Nx(Go) Nx(Go) U {x}; 
Nx(Gt) Nx(GJ) u {y}; 
mapc; 
passType := net; 
loop := false 

After a mapping, f, bas been constructed it must be verified whether this mapping is indeed a 
parameterically correct isomorphism mapping. The function report does this by simply iterating 
over all components and nets, and checking whether f preserves adjaceny and whether the parameter 
values of the components match. Discrepancies are reported. The next chapter considers the error 
report in more detail. 

The netlist comparison program 

The netlist comparison program reads the graphs and the (partial) mapping specified by the user. The 
user also specifies the mode and the maximum number of times that suspect vertices are refined. The 
vertices that have been mapped by the user are assigned unique cells in lines ( 5-6 ). The other vertices 
are assigned initia! signatures in line (17). The procedure varBest performs the actual mapping. 
Finally, an error report is generated by the function report. 

I ( 

o. userSuspect Time := ... ; { defaulting to 1 } 
1. mode :::::: ... ; { deterministic or heuristic} 
2. Go:= ... ; 
3. Gx := ... ; 
4. f := ... ; 
5. 'IT'c :=(Up: p E f 1\ (p]o E C(Go): ((p]o, (p]t) ); 
6. 'll'N (Up: p E f 1\ (p]o E : ((p]o, (p],) ); 
7. U(Go) :=(Up: p E f: (p]o); 
8. U( Gd:= (Up: p E f: (p]t); 
9. S(Go) := 0; 
10. S(Gt) := 0; 
11. B(Go) := 0; 
12. B(Gt) := 0; 
13. Nx(Go) := V(Go) \ U(Go); 
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14. Nx(GI) := V(GI) \ U(Gt); 
15. matchChar := (0, false , true ); 
16. splitEffect := true; 
17. 1r := partition0 ; 

18. 1f* := 0; 
19. mapN; 
20. mapc; 
21. passType := net; 
22. varBest; 
23. report; 
24. 

IJ 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation 

This chapter describes an implementation ofthe netlist comparison program described in the previous 
chapters. It is called STRICT, which is an acronym for STRucture lso Check Tooi. The program is 
written in C++ and runs on HP-UX 9.0. 

4.1 Use 

Gommand 
line 

options 

Mixed level 
descriptions 

STRICT 

Mixed level 
type delinitions 

User bindings 

Figure 4.1: STRICT and input/output 

Discrepancy report 

Mapping 

Low level descriptions 

Low level type 
delin~ions 

Figure (4.1) shows a schematic view of STRICT's architecture. On the left hand side we see the 
cammand line options that are given by the user. These are discussed insection (4.1.1). The bottorn 
of the tigure shows the three possible input files. The term 'mixed level' is used here to indicate that 
the input files may contain descriptions and type definitions at arbitrary abstraction levels. That is, 
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the permutation sets of the component pins may bedescribed by both permutation trees, and terminal 
classes. The right hand si de of the tigure shows the four possible output files. 
STRICT can perfarm two functions: 

• It cantransfarm a mixed level description into a !ow-level description (Netlist' to Netlist). 
The low level description can then by used as input to a netlist comparison program such as 
Ge mini. 

• It can perfarm a complete netlist comparison. 

4.1.1 Command line options 

Table (4.1) explains the cammand line options. The '-' cammand line options should be passed on 
the cammand line befare the other arguments. The other arguments are filenames. The first filename 
encountered on the cammand line is the reference netlist description. The second filename is the 
test netlist description. If a transformation is made (using the -g and -y options), only one netlist 
filename may be specified. 
The two major modes of running STRICT are the following: 

1. STRICT -Rtypes.td reference.nl test.nl > discrepancies 

2. STRICT -Rtypes.td -greference.out -ytypes.out reference.nl 

Op ti on Arguments Default Meaning 
-R filename input type definitions 
-g filename output descriptions (netlist 

file) 
-y filename output type definitions 
-e number 100 maximum number of file er-

rors before terminating 
-w number 100 maximum number of file 

warnings before terminaring 
-D filename output mapping 
-E filename input mapping 
-d notset STRICT runs in determinis-

tic mode if this ftag is set (if 
there are no discrepancies) 

-t number on [0,65536] Inftuences mapping process 
if there are discrepancies. 
The higher this number, the 
slower the program. Higher 
values can give more accu-
rate results. 

Table 4.1: Cammand line options 
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4.1.2 File formats 

This section discusses the various file formats in an informal manner. A precise gran1mar definition 
is not given here. 
Files of any type may contain comments. These may either by single line commems which are 
started with the following 2-sequence of characters: c: (The character 'c' immediately foliowed by 
a colon ), or multi-line comments which are delimited by the following 2-sequences of characters: 
'I : ' and ': I'. Multi line comments may be nested. In the following, 'white-space' refers to spaces 
and 'tabs'. Floating point values can be either (signed) simpte decimal numbers such as '0', and 
'-1. 12 3 ', or they can consist of a decimal rnantissa foliowed by the symbol 'e' or 'E' foliowed 
by an integer exponent. An example of such a representation is '-1. 12 3 e-1'. Aoating point and 
other values may not contain white-spaces. 

Mixed level type definitions 

The mixed level type definitions file consists of a non ernpty set of type definitions. For each type at 
least the terminals and their permutability must be specified. The permmability can be represented 
in two ways. Optionally one may specit'y parameters. If parameters are given, tolerances should be 
specified. 
A definitionstarts with thekeyword 'def ine: '. ltis followedby a white-space, a uniquecomponent 
type name, an open brace (' ( '), a list of terminal narnes separated by commas, a close brace, a white
space and an optionallist of parameter narnes separated by commas. The line must terminate with a 
semicol on. 
On the next non empty line, the terminal perrnutability must be specified. lhe line must start with 
the keyword 'pins: '. lt is foliowed by a white-space. After this there are two possibilities: 

1. A list of terminal classes is given. The terminal classes must be natura! numbers. They are 
separated by comrnas. The line ends with a semicolon. 

2. A permulation tree is given. Terminals or sets of terminals which are fixed relative to each 
other are enclosed by ( f .. ) . Terminals or sets of terminals which can be freely permuted 
are enclosed by ( p ... ) . The actual nan1es of the terminals are used. 

lf a component type has parameters, parameter tolerances must be specified. A toleranee declaration 
starts with the keyword 'tol eranee: '. lt is foliowed by a white-space and a list of parameter 
tolerances separated by commas. The order of the parameter tolerances is the same as the order of 
the parameter narnes in the declaration. 
An example of type definition file is gi ven in tigure ( 4.2). 

define: pmos(g,d,s) w,l; 
: 0 f 1' 1 i 

to1erances: 0.01,1e-2; c: 

define: SR(s,r,q,q_not); 
: (p (f s,q), (f r,q_not ) ) ; 

Figure 4.2: Example of a type definition file 
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Mixed level descriptions 

The high level circuit description is 'component oriented'. It consists of a list of component 
instantiations where for each component the connected nets and the parameter values are given. 
Thus the nets are implicitly defined. Each line will be referred to as an en try. Au en try may have zero 
or one component instantiation. A component instantiation must be followed by a semicolon: '; '. 
A component instantiation consistsof the type name of the component, followed by a white-space, a 
unique component name, an open brace (' ( '), a list of net narnes separated by commas (' , '), a close 
brace (') '), a white-space, and an list of ftoating point values representing the parameter values, 
separated by commas. 
An example of a mixed level description is given in tigure (4.3) 

SR ffl(a,b,c,d): 
SR ff2 (a,x,y, z); 
pmos tl(a,e,f); 

User bindings 

Figure 4.3: Example of a mixed level description 

A user bindings file consists of a series oflines starting witheither the keyword 'camponen t : ', or 
the keyword 'net:'. A line which starts with the keyword 'net:' is used to define a net binding. 
The keyword is followed by a white-space, a net name in the reference netlist, a white space, and a 
net name in the test netlist. The same holcts for components. 

Discrepancy report 

The discrepancy report is written tos tdout. The following errors are reported: 

• Unmapped components and nets. The neighbors, which have been mapped, of the unmapped 
components and nets are reported to ease the location of discrepancies. If these neighboring 
vertices are not mapped properly, they are qualified as unreliable and are reported as such. 

• Terminal class mismatches. 

• Wrong surroundings of nets, caused either by impraper mappings of adjacent components, or 
by mismatches of terminal classes. A list of causes is given. 

• Parameter value mismatches. 

The discrepancy reports are clustered. Connected nets and components which are erroneous are 
printed in groups. 

Mapping 

The mapping file has the same format as the user bindings file. It contains comments which indicate 
the (cells of) the components and nets that have beentoreed to match. 
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Low level descriptions 

The low level description file bas the same syntax as the mixed level description file. It contains only 
components with pin permutabilities which are described by pin classes. The low level file generated 
can be essentially different from the input 'mixed level' description ! 
If one wants to compare two mixed level netlists with Gemini, these can both be transformed using 
STRICT. The transformations have the property that if, and only if, two mixed level netlists are 
equivalent, their corresponding STRICT output is also equivalent. 

Low level type definitions 

The low level typedefinitions file contains typedefinitions which use only terminal classes to describe 
the pin permutabilities of the component types. See the previous paragraph. 
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Results 

This chapter discusses the performance of the netlist comparison program STRICT. In order to 
test the program, pairs of reference and test netlists with varying si zes are verified. Furthermore, 
discrepancies are introduced. The accuracy of the discrepancy reports generaled by STRICT and 
Gemini are compared to each other. First the test approach is discussed, after this the effects of 
removing components and interchanging nets wil! be considered. Finally a comment will be made 
on the comparison of high level designs. 

5.1 Approach 

The aim ofthe program is to either certify that two netlists are equivalent or to locate the discrepancies 
between them. Tilereare anumber ofmeasures ofthequality oftheprogram. These are thefollowing: 

• The accuracy of the discrepancy report. 

• The time taken to compare two netlists as some function of the netlists. 

• The amount of memory used as some function of the netlists. 

The last two points are purely quantitatîve. In order to quantify the accuracy of the discrepancy 
report, we count the number of extra unmatched components and netsforsome given discrepancy. 
Four pairs of netlists are used totest the program. Each pair consistsof a reference and a test netlist. 
The test netlists have been extracted from layouts. The following two sections consicter two causes 
of discrepancies; missing components in the test netlistand interchanged component terminals in the 
test netlist. An example of a component with interchanged terminals is a transistor where the net 
which is supposed to be conneeled to the gate is conneeLed to the drain, and vice versa. 

When presenting the effects of missing components, the actual number of missing components is 
shown in a column. Also the number of components which are not rnatelled is shown. As discussed in 
the previous chapters, discrepancies tend diston the construclion of a partial isomorphism mapping. 
As a result of this, the number of unmatched components can be larger than the number of missing 
components. Thus, some components from the reference netlist are not matched while their proper 
images are nol missing from the test netlist In turn, components which should not be mapped onto 
each other are mapped onto each other (but a warning is given for this). 
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In this test case, we know which components are missing from the test netlists since they have been 
removed (randomly) on purpose. Thus it is possible to judge which unmapped components are 
'correct'. To do this, first an isomorphism mapping is constructed between consistent reference and 
test netlists. After this a set of muted test netlistsis constructed, with missing components. These test 
netlists are compared with the refcrence netlist. The number of components from the reference netlist 
that are reported as unmatched are counted for each comparison. But the unmatched components 
from the reference netlist are also checked against the components in the isomorphism mapping 
that correspond to the components missing from the muted netlists. Using this metbod it can be 
asserted that components which are reported as unmatched really have missing image components. 
The converse is not true since multiple valid mappings may exist between netlists. In order to judge 
reports of interchanged nets a similar approach is used. 

5.2 Missing components 

This section discusses the performance when reporting missing components. Flat netlists are used 
so that the S1RICT error report staristics can be compared to the statistles of Gemini. Three designs 
are considered. 

Design 0 

The first design to be considered consistsof 14318 components. Table (5.1) consistsof one column 
showing the number of components truly missing from the test netlists, and three sets of columns 
with information regarding the error reports generaled by STRICT, S1RICT with the value of user
SuspectTime set to 2, and Gemini respectively. Each of these sets consists of a column (Iabeled a) 
with the number of components reported as missing, and a column (labeled b) with the number of 
reported components that are certainly missing from the test netlist As mentioned before, a number 
in this column which is lower than the number of reported components does nothave to mean that 
the reported components are not the right on es. Rather, they are the numbers of reported components 
that are certainly reported properly. 

We see that up to 4 missing components are reported with 100% guaranteed accuracy, by both STRICT 
and Gemini. For 5 missing components, Gemini generales a huge list of 41 unmapped components. 
STRICT on the other hand only reports 5 missing components (out of which 2 guaranteed correct). 
At a first glance, S1RICT seems to perfarm far better than Gemini. These results are somewhat 
deceptive however. 
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#missing STRICT -t2 Ge mini 
a b a b a b 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 1 2 1 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 2 5 2 41 4 
6 6 2 6 2 30 4 
7 7 2 7 3 33 5 
8 8 1 8 2 50 5 
9 9 2 9 2 35 4 
10 10 4 10 4 32 5 
15 15 7 15 7 67 8 
20 20 8 21 11 59 14 
25 25 7 25 9 19 7 

Table 5.1: Effect of missing components on error report. Set 1. 

#missing -t2 Gemini 
a b a b 

1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 3 4 4 
5 4 5 3 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 4 7 4 7 7 
8 8 4 8 3 8 8 
9 9 5 9 4 9 9 
10 10 5 10 6 11 10 
15 15 9 15 5 15 14 
20 20 6 20 2 59 17 
25 25 5 25 6 34 23 

Table 5.2: Effect of missing components on error report. Set 2. 
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#missing STRICT -t2 Ge mini 
(min.) (min.) (s) 

1 2:02.5 2:01.4 6.3 
2 2:19.4 2:19.8 6.3 
3 2:03.1 2:44.5 6.2 
4 2:06.6 2:13.3 6.6 
5 1:57.2 2:11.7 7.0 
6 2:43.5 3:39.2 6.9 
7 2:06.4 2:02.4 7.1 
8 2:20.7 2:29.2 7.0 
9 2:06.0 2:46.8 7.1 
10 3:05.7 3:05.3 7.2 
15 5:34.0 2:48.8 9.0 
20 3:53.0 3:52.2 9.2 
25 3:13.5 6:34.2 8.9 

Table 5.3: Time taken for comparisons 

Table (5.2) shows the effect of removing a different random set of components. We see that up to 9 
components are reported with 100% accuracy by Gemini. Only when 20 components are removed, 
STRICT seems to perfarm better. 
Before consictering the effects of removing components on the error reports for other designs, we 
look at the run times and memory use. Table (5.3) shows the run times for the different numbers of 
components (set 1). We see that Gemini has runtimes in the order of secouds (!) whereas STRICT 
has run times in the order of minutes. The measured memory consumed by STRICT is about 1.3K 
byte per component for all designs considered (regardless of the value of suspectTime). Gemini uses 
about 500 bytes per component. 
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#missing STRICT -t2 Gemini 
a b a b a b 

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 0 5 3 5 5 
6 6 3 6 2 6 6 
7 7 0 7 0 11 7 
8 8 1 8 2 12 8 
9 9 1 9 1 13 9 
10 10 0 10 0 14 10 
15 15 1 15 0 15 15 
20 20 0 20 1 20 20 
25 25 0 25 1 22 7 

Table 5.4: Effect of missing components on error report. 

Design 1 

Table (5.4) shows the error report stalistics for design I which consistsof 4727 components. These 
results illustrate the difficulty of measuring the performance. When 1 component is missing, 1 
component is reported but as we see it is not the expected component. This is caused by the fact that 
the netlist has more than one isomorphism. Obviously the error report for 1 missing component must 
be correct. 

Note that Gemini perfarms well, even for 20 and 25 missing components. 

Design 2 

Tab1e (5.5) shows the stalistics for a design consisting of 10782 components. Unfortunately the 
guaranteed accuracy for Gemini is low. 
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#missing STRICT -t2 Gemini 
a b a b a b 

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
2 2 2 2 2 2 0 
3 3 3 3 3 3 1 
4 4 4 4 4 4 2 
5 5 5 5 5 5 2 
6 6 6 6 6 6 2 
7 7 7 7 7 7 3 
8 8 8 8 8 8 3 
9 10 8 9 9 9 3 
10 10 10 10 10 10 3 
15 15 14 15 15 15 3 
20 21 18 21 19 20 4 
25 26 24 27 24 25 5 

Tab1e 5.5: Effect of missing components on error report. 
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5.3 lnterchanged component terminals 

In this sec ti on we shall study the effects of interchanging component terminals. The same components 
are affected as in the previous measurements. Only here, instead of removing the components from 
the test netlist, their terminal connections are interchanged (rotated). In the ideal case, the netlist 
comparison programs would indicate exactly which nets have been affected, and the precise causes 
(connections toa wrong terminal class). 

Design 0 

Table (5.6) consists of one column showing the number of componems affected and three sets of 
columns with stalistics for programs and their modes. The column sets for STRICT and STRICT 
with suspectTime set to 2 each consist of 6 columns. They are labelect a throughf. For Geminî 
only four columns are given. Column a shows the number of nets that are unmatched. Column 
b shows the number of these nets that are certainly interchanged. Column c shows the number of 
nets that are reported as problematic. Column d shows the number of these nets that are certainly 
interchanged. For S1RICT, column e shows the number of nets that are reported as being connected 
to the wrong terminal class, and columnfshows the number of nets that are certaînly connected to 
the wrong terminal class. We see that up to 6 affected components are reported with 100% accuracy 
by S1RICT. Note that even though the number of nets that are reported as probiernatie can become 
very large (97 nets for 25 affected components), the fanlts can be located wîth relatively little effort, 
because the more specific report concerning the terminal classes is gi ven. 

No te that Gemini does notreport all the affected nets. Rather it reports the components involved as 
being problematic. This is not shown here. 

The results in table (5.7) show that even when 10 components are affected, STRICT can give an error 
report which is completely correct. 
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# affected STRICT -t2 Ge mini 
a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d 

1 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 5 5 5 5 0 0 5 5 5 5 0 0 2 2 
3 0 0 7 7 4 4 0 0 7 7 4 4 0 0 4 4 
4 0 0 7 7 4 4 0 0 7 7 4 4 0 0 4 4 
5 0 0 10 10 7 7 0 0 10 10 7 7 0 0 6 6 
6 0 0 10 10 8 8 0 0 10 10 8 8 0 0 6 6 
7 0 0 13 13 12 10 0 0 13 13 12 10 0 0 6 6 
8 0 0 30 15 9 9 0 0 30 15 9 9 0 0 6 6 
9 0 0 58 18 17 7 0 0 58 18 17 7 0 0 8 8 
10 0 0 58 20 13 11 0 0 58 20 13 11 0 0 9 9 
15 0 0 40 29 15 6 0 0 40 29 15 6 0 0 11 11 
20 0 0 78 36 15 9 0 0 75 36 20 14 0 0 12 12 
25 0 0 92 45 19 6 0 0 97 47 20 8 0 0 18 18 

Tab1e 5.6: Effect of interchanged component terminals on error report. Set 1. 

# affected STRICT -t2 Ge mini 
a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d 

1 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 7 4 3 3 0 0 7 4 3 3 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 9 7 8 8 0 0 9 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 10 9 10 10 0 0 10 9 10 10 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 12 12 12 12 0 0 12 12 12 12 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 13 13 13 13 0 0 13 13 13 13 0 0 2 2 
7 0 0 14 14 15 15 0 0 14 14 15 15 0 0 2 2 
8 0 0 16 16 13 13 0 0 16 16 13 13 0 0 4 4 
9 0 0 18 18 17 17 0 0 17 17 13 13 0 0 7 7 
10 0 0 20 20 12 12 0 0 20 20 12 12 0 0 4 4 
15 0 0 33 31 13 10 0 0 33 31 16 11 0 0 12 12 
20 0 0 54 38 20 14 0 0 54 38 17 9 0 0 11 11 
25 0 0 64 47 28 13 0 0 64 49 44 30 0 0 12 12 

Table 5.7: Effect of interchanged component terminals on error report. Set 2. 
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Design 1 

Table (5.8) shows a set of effects of interchanging component terminals in design 1 . 

# affected STRICT -t2 Ge mini 
a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d 

1 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 5 5 4 4 0 0 5 5 6 6 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 6 6 9 9 0 0 6 6 7 7 0 0 2 2 
4 0 0 8 8 11 11 0 0 8 8 11 11 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 12 12 12 12 0 0 12 12 13 13 0 0 4 4 
6 0 0 23 15 12 6 0 0 15 15 12 12 0 0 12 7 
7 0 0 27 13 12 4 0 0 19 13 11 3 0 0 4 4 
8 0 0 29 15 19 5 0 0 29 15 18 4 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 31 17 17 5 0 0 31 17 17 5 0 0 10 10 
10 0 0 24 18 15 8 0 0 24 18 13 8 0 0 11 11 
15 0 0 47 34 22 12 0 0 45 32 25 11 0 0 20 13 
20 0 0 41 38 29 19 0 0 48 24 24 10 0 0 24 17 
25 0 0 63 50 29 13 0 0 55 46 30 18 0 0 33 26 

Table 5.8: Effect of interchanged component terminals on error report. 
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Design 2 

Table (5.9) shows a set of effects of interchanging component terminals in design 2. 

# affected STRICT -t2 Gemini 
a b c d e f a b c d e f a b c d 

1 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 4 4 2 2 0 0 4 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 7 6 5 4 0 0 7 6 2 2 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 8 8 4 4 0 0 8 8 4 4 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 10 10 3 3 0 0 10 10 3 3 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 12 12 5 5 0 0 12 12 5 5 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 14 14 9 9 0 0 14 14 9 9 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 17 16 7 7 0 0 17 16 6 6 0 0 0 0 
9 0 0 18 18 9 9 0 0 18 18 11 11 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 20 19 13 13 0 0 20 19 15 15 0 0 2 2 
15 0 0 34 32 4 4 0 0 34 32 4 4 0 0 14 2 
20 0 0 69 39 6 5 0 0 72 42 4 4 0 0 14 2 
25 0 0 121 50 6 6 0 0 120 50 7 7 0 0 14 2 

Table 5.9: Effect of interchanged component terminals on error report. 



5.4 High level designs 

The designs considered so far were made up of components with terminal permulation sets that could 
bedescribed using terminal classes. ll:lerefore the results of Gemini and SlRICT could be compared. 
As discussed one of the primary motivations for building S1RICT wasthefact that Gemini cannot 
handle designs with components with 'recursive' terminal permulation sets. In order to judge the 
performance of S1RICT for a realistic design (consisting of 3814 high level components), it was 
matebed using S1RICT, and a conversion was madetoa fiat netlist (allowing a comparison using 
Gemini). The conversiontoa fiat netlist took 3.0 secouds in total for both the reference and the test 
netlist 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

A methad has been described to campare descriptions of electronic designs at equallevels of abstrac
tion in the structural domain. The descriptions were first transformed into a form with camponems 
with simple permutation sets. After this the netlists could be compared with traditional methods. 

A program named STRICT, which perfarms bath of these functions, bas been built. 11lree main 
conclusions can be drawn; The first is that the metbod of converting netlistsis an efficient one in terms 
ofthe si ze ofthe resulting netlists. This has been shown in chapter 2.11le second conclusion concerns 
the verification of gate level nctlists (possibly obtained by the metbod described). The accuracy of 
the discrepancy reports generated by STRICT is generally speaking not significamly better than that 
of Gemini when components are missing from the test netlist. lnterchanged component terminals, 
however, can be located with more case. The reason for this is that STRICT gives more specific error 
messages for interchanged component terminals. 
Finally, STRICT uses more memory and is slow er than Gemini. Th is is because the program has not 
been optimized for performance; a ftexible program was built which allowed for experimentation 
with algoritbms. 

Clearly STRICT is nota reptacement for Gemini. Tagether they forma powerful combination. 
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